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INTRODUCTION 

~~gro~ill!! 

This volume of Standards for appellate defender offices with an 

evtlluation design has been prepared by the Nationa! Legal Aid and 

Defender Association (NLADA) under a contract with the 

Administri;J.tor of the Courts of the State of Washington. The funds 

for this project were provided through the Fundamental Court 

Improvement Program of the Law Enfot'cement Assistance 

Administration (LEAA). The project was greatly assisted by an an 

advisory board consisting of appellate defenders, appellate court 

judges, an appellate court clerk, and an ex-offender. Originally it 

was anticipated that three volumes would be produced by this 

project: a manual for the evaluation of appellate defender offices 

by outside evaluators; a "self-evaluation" manual; and an actual 

evaluation of the appellate division of the Seattle/King County 

Public Defender. 

Early in the project it became clear that before any evaluation 

manual could be developed it was necessary to establish a set of 

generally agreed upon standards for the delivery of appellate 

defender services. These standards - found in Appendix A - were 

initially drafted by NLADA staff and circulated to the advisory 

board. At the annual NLA DA conference in Albuquerque, New 

Mexico in November, 1979, the advisory board met to go over the 

draft Standards line-by-line, section-by-section. The advisory board 

was joined by approximately twenty other appellate defenders • 
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staffing ratios. Th(~ Albuqu(~rqll(' draft, a~ suhspqu{'ntly llloditipd in 

minor particulars, forms the t1llcl('us fot' th{' fin,d St,mdtH'ds. rht' 

section on Weighted Caseloads and Staffing R'lth)!) wa'\ adoptNI hv 

the Advisory Committee at its second {i:lfld last} m{'(~tl!lg on July 11, 

1980 in Chicago. Th(~ Evaluation Mttnual itself was written by Dr. 

Roberta Rovner-Pleczenik, a nationally known expert in tht" fi{dd nf 

criminal justice evaluation. Or. P ieczenik took the Standards and 

essentially put them into the evaluation format. The only exception 

to this being the section on Weighted Cases and Staffing Rati()I;. 

This section was written by project staff after the Chicag() meeting. 

Due to the time necessary to develop the Standards, it was 

determined that two evaluation designs could not be produced. A 

decision was made to undertake the Seattle evaluation using the 

material developed by Dr. Piec7.enii< recognizing that it wus 

intended as a self~evaluation design. Inasmuch as the Seattle 

evaluation by outside evaluators using the "self-evaluationfl manual 

went quite well, it is not clear whether a second evaluation manual 

is necessary. 

The evaluation of the appellate division of the Seattlel King County 

Public Defender was undertaken the week of April 20, 1980 by a 

team of experienced individuals (see page 6). The final report was 

completed and released on July 18, 1980. 
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~.~!?!.!l!I!fn~,~~.~t.antive Material 

While therc~ was unanimity among the Advisory Committee and staff 

on the very large majority of the Standardst there was substantial 

(:ontroversy over several provisions. In such instances the project 

director retained final authority on the determination of the 

Standards. It must be emphasized, however, that every provision in 

the Standards had the support of the majority of the advisory 

committee • 

It is hoped that the evaluation design and standards sections can 

stand on their own. In order to clarify several sections, however, 

th(: following commentary has been written by the project director. 

Timeliness 

There was disagreement on how to deal with the problem of the 

inability to file timely briefs. A majority of the advisory committee 

and field responses indicated that briefs are not, as a rule, filed 

within the time set by court rule or statute. The standard requiring 

that at least seventy-five percent of the briefs be filed within the 

time set by statute was objected to by many defenders, asserting 

that in their jurisdiction it was Himpossible" due to timing or 

workload to file briefs on time. The advisory committee concluded 

that the inability to file briefs on time was due to one or more of 

three factors: 

(1) the time limit set by the rule was unreasonably short; 

(2) the defender was handling too great a caseloadj and/or 

(3) there were management problems within the office which 

made it difficult to file timely briefs. 
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practices. 

~ase W~l£.!lting and St2,lli~lL!~~ti2:~ 

While the idea of setting case weights t:.lnd "It,lffing 1 .. 1tio'> Wd" 

initially quite controversial, ultimately tll(,rf' \vas '>lIh<,talltLll 

agreement on the ·~t<1I1cla.rds. Origindlly it was fPat'Ni tlhlt ilny 

numerical staffing ratio would t'(~5ult in thut number heinp, "It't .1'. tl 

goal in labor / rnanageml'nt negotia tion5. /\ t the- first adv i~>orv 

committee meeting ther(~ was some thought that no Pt'N~jse number') 

be set. In response to thi!i suggestion d survey was sent to tile field 

to ascertain (1) whether a precise number would lw helpful and (2) 

what the precise number should be. The overwhelming nurnbet' of 

respondents (better than 8.5 %) wanted numerical standards. There 

was also general agreement on the nurnber of "cas(~sll which could be 

handled each year. The number varied between twenty and thirty 

"cases" per year per attorney. 

A t the second advIsory committee meeting there was general 

agreement that determining staffing ratios by "casesll was not 

appropriate because there was no standard definition of that term. 

For that reason the committee developed a weighted work unit 

system based on an average brief in chief being one work unit. 

While there was some concern that funding sources would confuse 

work units with "cases", the committee concluded that under the 

recommended standard that the numbers were appropriate, 
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Client Contact <"""""""""l>'-"" ___ "'~ __ 

There wa~ substantial dcbCllte on the question of whether it was 

necessary for the appelI,lte attorney to personally visit and 

interview tlw client. While everyone agreed that in a perfect world 

it would be best to see the client, many offices pointed to the great 

distanCf.!S required to see a defendant and the cost in both time and 

money. The rnajority of the advisory committee rejected this 

rationale as a basis for not seeing clients and supported the 

mandatory visItation prOVision of the standards. The committee 

niso conside,·ed and rejected the procedure of sending one "duty 

attomeyll to an instituthm to see all clients being represented by the 

office, (wen though that specific attorney would not be handling the 

case hIm/herself. 

Even the best appellate defender will lose the majority of his/her 

cases. With that in mind and considering that in most instances 

counsel has been assigned without the defendant even knowing the 

attorney, it is appropriate for the appellate defender to establish 

and maintain client confidence. This is particularly true in systems 

in which the defender is representing a significant number of 

institution residents. Dissatisfaction with an appellate defender 

based on rumor and speculation can spread quite rapidly and cause 

major problems for the defender. For this reason it is advisable that 

every defendant is seen by the actual attorney handling the case at 

the point at which the attorney has read the court recorrl and 

transcript but before the brief has been finalized. Evaluations of 

appellate defender offices in Wisconsin, California, and Seattle 

11 
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demonstrate a direct c(:>rr(:"iation ht.~tweel1 tilt:' d('g,r'l"{' (,f di('nt 

satisfaction and client person .. \l n)nt,lct <mer VNV litti(' ['l'lilth,)!lship 

between c.1ient satisfaction and C<lse Sllccess. 

There are substantive reasons h')r visiting tht) cieftmdan t. 111;,11\,' 

case there might well be issues not disdm;ed by the cnUl't recprd 

which present viable post-conviction issues. This hi p.lrticul,\rly tt'l.lt' 

on the issue of ineffective representation by trial cmll1spl. I\hl';t 

often this is not an issue which will be apparc.mt from th(~ fi.lc(' (If tit!' 

transcr'ipt, but wl1l require developnHmt thmugh client intervipw, 

investigation, at)d perhaps a post~COT) y ~cti()n evidentiary headng. 

Indeed, an argument might well be made that the failure of un 

t.:.ppellate attorney to personally interview the dE:'fendant might 

constitute ineffective representation by appellate counsel. 
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Use of This Manual 

This Self-Evaluation Manual should allow the appellate defender 
office to assess: (1) the quality of representation it is providing its 
clients, (2) internal office management, and (3) the role the office is 
playing In the legal community. The performance expectations are 
based upon standards of the National Legal Aid and Defender 
Association (Appendix A). The Manual is intended for use by the 
chief public defender, head of the appellate division/ office, or 
administr ative attorneys who desire to evaluate the quality of client 
reprE'sentation given by the office as well as some of the office's 
management functions. The Manual is intended to: 

Highlight important defender issues; 

Specify those activities against which an office's 
performance should be evaluated; and 

Suggest the data which might be gathered and reviewed 
for evaluation purposes. 

The \1anual is written from the perspective that an appellate office 
should provide its ciients with the same high quality representation 
that is available to the individual Who retains private counsel. It is 
intended to be used as a diagnostic tool, rather than a handbook 
which offers techn ical assistance. 

The Manual consists of a series of 23 topics on which an appellate 
defender office can evaluate itself. The format for each topic Is 
similar: an introductory question indicating the topic, its 
importance, and a series of questions upon which an office should 
assess its performance. 

\V'hen the answer to a question under any topic is an 
unqualified yes, no follow-up is needed; 

When the answer to a question under any topic is a 
qualified yes, some follow-up is needed and questions are 
suggested; 

When the answer to a question under any topic Is No, the 
follow-up questions suggested should be answered Indepth. 

This Manual does not presuppose th.at any negative responses to 
questions indicate problems in the appellate defender office itself; 
politics and finances can always be counted upon as contributing 
causes. However, the fylanual's approach does insist that the 
appellate defender be (1) aware of the problems which may exist in 
his/her office, and (2) be actively involved in taking the steps 
necessary to resolve them. 
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The data suggested fot' review purposes, prtwided in list tdshil)1l 
before every topic, should be\rsvd at the t,'vahldtor's discretion. nw 
factual, statistical I observational, .. md int€'rvic-w d.J.t~l shouin tw 
reviewed as complementary in nature, each tYfw of data offN'ing ,\ 
different perspective (and validation) on the questions d5\{(Hi. It is 
expected that the appellate defender shl)uld he able to answer all 
the questions asked. 
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QUESTION: 

Yes No 

1. 

:rOP1C; ELIGIBILITY 

Are services being provided to all eligible 
defendants? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
determining eligibility? 

If not: -

Are they known by the staff? 
Are they followed by the staff? 
Are they fairly applied by the sta.if? 
Are the decisions made by "che staff 
reviewed? 

How is eligibility determined? 
Are there any mechanisms for insuring 
consistency among staff? 
Why are written procedures lacking? 
What problems does this lack cause? 

2. Do written eligibility standards exist? 

3. 

It. 

If not: 

Is there a clear distinction between 
eligible and ineligible? 
Is there a form for establishing 
eligibility (e.g. application, affidavit)? 
Easy to complete? 
Easy to use? 

How is eligibility determined? 
Wha t exists in place of standards? 
Why are standards lacking? 
What problems does this lack cause? 

Do office policies, procedures, and/or standards 
stress general ability to retain private counsel 
without substantial hardship to self and family (vs. 
specific level of income or fixed assets) as a 
primary ellgibility criterion? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Is this criterion valuable in screening 
defendants? 

What is used in its place? 
Is it an approporiate substitute? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
assisting persons deemed ineligible for 
representation in obtaining counsel? 

17 
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Ye~, No 

If yes,: 

If not! 

I\n~ thl"Y dNlr? 
Do they N)COurag~' such dflsistanC'P? 
Are they llsed frequently'? 
Are they ~"asy to use? 
Are they being used only by eertain stdff':' 
Are the ck'cisitms nmdC' bv st,df 
I'eviewed,? 

How are ineligible d<'fmHlantR llimdled':' 
Is there any follow-up tn insurn tlMt 
ineligibles do get cmmsel? 

5. Is the eligibility determination madE' outside o'f YOW' 

office? 

Does redress exist for persons deemed 
ineligible for free counsel? 
Is the office involved in setting! 
reviewing standards? 
Does the office monitor the decisions 
made? 

6. Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
assisting persons deemed ineligible for 
representation in obtaining the necessary forms for 
filing motions in state and federal courts"! 

If not: 

Are they clear? 
Do they encourage assistance? 
AI'e they used frequently? 

How are the ineligible defendants 
handled? 
Is there any follow-up to insure that 
ineligibles obtain the needed forms? 

7. Does any mechanism exist which would enable the 
office to know whether non-client (e.g. incarcerated 
offenders) with an arguable legal basis for 
representation are provided such representation 
when it is in their best interests? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Is it routinely followed? 
Is it appropriate for uncovering such 
cases? 

Is this a known problem in the 
jurisdiction? 
Is the office taking measures to assess 
and/or lessen the problem? 

18 
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ELIGIBILITY 

E6~TUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Relevant policies/procedures 
Relevant forms for determining eligiblity 
Policies, procedures t and forms when decision is not made by 
office staff 
Data on eliglblity decisions made when decision is not made by 
office staff 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

No. defendants seeking assistance 
No. defendants given assistance 
% defendants given assistance/turned down by office 
Reasons for lIturn down" by office 
Reasons for "turn down" if decision made outside of office 
No. appeals filed without assistance of counsel 

Suggestions on Eligibility Standards 

Your office should have written standards of eligiblity for persons 
applying for the services of the appellate defender. It may be 
assumed that defendants who were found to be indigent at the time 
of trial and who have been sentenced to a correctional institution 
remain indigent. 

The eligibility standards should be established in such a manner that 
the defendant's eligibility can be easily determined from an 
application, affidavit, or similar instrument. 

Your standards should generally reflect the individual's ability to 
retain counsel in the private market given the individual's other 
financial obligations. These standards should not be artificially 
geared to a level of income or assets not related to the cost of 
obtaining adequate representation privately. 

Procedures should be adopted for assisting persons who are found to 
be ineligible by your standards. These procedures should include 
assistance in obtaining retained counsel and, if appropriate, 
informing the client of the procedures for review of the eligibility 
decision either by a court or appellate court. 

Your office should shc,uld also assist non-clients in seeking 
appropriate post-conviction remedies, including seeking counsel on 
appeal, obtaining the necessary forms for filing motions in state and 
federal courts, and explaining to prison inmates the law as it relates 
to the facts of each case. You should take whatever steps are 
necessary to ensure that non-cl1ents are provided appropriate 
representation either by your office or by other counsel. 
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TOPIC: SC~'\PE. OF SERVICES 
_'~_"'''''''''''' __ W<'''" __ ''A.'''';> 

QUESTION: Is the scope of sE:>fvices prnvidt'd suffich.mt tl1 insure 
full appellatE:> reprcsC"ntation? 

Yes No 

1. Do written office pOliciesjprocl>(lures ('xist which 
insure that no defendant is with~1llt It'g.d 
representation betwN~1l trial and dppC'al, whih~ 
awaiting the assignment of counsel by tlw court? 

If not: 

Are they known by the staff':' 
Are they followed by the stuff? 
Are they reasonable for ';Hirmring 
representation? 
Has the office played a role in htdping 
the court develop procedures? 

Why are slIch procedures lacking? 
What problems docs this lack cause? 
What has the appellate defender done to 
lessen the problems? 

2. Have attempts been made to expand the office's 
scope of services? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Have these attempts been successful? 

What are some of the limiting factors 
which have prevented expansion'? 

3. Does a mechanism exist at the court level which 
enables the defendant to become aware of the 
availability of counsel while awaiting assignrnE'nt by 
the court? 

If not: 

Is the mechanism appropriate? 
What is the role of the appellate office 
in monitoring its use? 

Should the appellate defendant take a 
more active role in developing a 
mechanism? 

4-. Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
seeking the release of defendants on appellate bond? 
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Yes No 
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5. 

If not! 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they followed by staff? 
Do they encourage the filing of a motion? 
Is the decision not to seek release 
reviewed? -
Is the review perfunctory? 

Why are such procedures lacking? 
What problems does this cause? 
What has the appellate defender done to 
lessen the problem? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for filing 
motions? 

If not: 

Are they clear? 
Do they encourage the fl1lng of motions? 
Are they filed equally by staff? 
Are the decisions made by staff 
reviewed? 

Why are they lacking? 
What problems does this lack cause? 
What has the A.D. done to lessen the 
problems? 

6. Do written office procedures exist for providing 
representation in interlocutory (pre-judgment) 
appeals? 

If not: 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they followed by staff? 
Do they encourage such representation 

Why are they lacking? 
What problems does this lack cause? 
What has the A.D. done to lessen the 
problems? 

7. Ooes the office make known to trial attorneys that 
it Is available for interlocutory appeals? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Does the mechanism work? 
Is the mechanism used periodically for 
the benefit of new trial attorneys? 

Why is there a lack? 
What problems does it cause? 
What has the A.D. done to lessen the 
problems? 

21 
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Yes No 

8. Do written cffic(' pnlid(~s/pro('edlln's pxi"lt 
assisting pris('!n ilHlhl tt'S !)(,pldng l'p(ire!->"i 

institutional griE'vllnc~s? 

If not: 

DQ tht'Y (~ncour':lge tlssistant'e? 
Are they known by staff'? 
AI'c they followed by st.d£'? 

Why is there f.1 la.ck? 
What probl('tns does it CallS("~' 
What has the A.D. done to lesse-I) tilt' 
problems? 

9. Ooes a mechanism pxist which (~nables any reqllf'st 
(regarding individual C(l!)c> or institutiorml grievd.nl~(,) 
to prison inmates to reach the apppllute office'? 

If not: 

Is the mt:'chanism curnbcrsorne? 
Is it known by innHl.tes'? 
Does it {~ncouragE: such requests? 

Why is there a lack? 
What problems does it cause'? 
What has the A.n. done to lessen the 
problems? 

10. Do written office policies/procedures exist which 
enable the appellate staff to explain the law to 
prison inmates as it relates to the facts of a case'? 

If not: 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they used by staff? 
Do they encourage staff work? 

Why Is there a lack? 
What problems does it cause? 
What has the A.D. clone to lessen thE' 
problems? 

11. Does a mechanism exist which enables the office to 
become aware of the need for the filing of amicus 
curiae briefs? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Does it encourage the filing of such 
briefs? 

Why is there a lack? 
What problems does it cause? 
What has the A.D, done to lessen the 
problems. 

12. Do written office policies/procedures exist for filing 
amicus curiae briefs in state court? 
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If not: -

Are they known by staff? 
Does it encourage filing? 
Is the relation known between briefs 
filed and case outcome? 

Why is there a lack? 
What problems does it cause? 
What has the A.D. done to lessen the 
problems? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 
...,._ I 

Nature of work done with clients prior to court appointment 
Relevant policies/procedures 
Nature of assistance sought from prison inmates 
Manner in which requests from inmates were handled 
Frequency of staff/inmate interaction (non-case 
related}..-Reasons for rejected motions for: continuances, 
transcripts, discovery of new materials not in the record, new 
trial 
Reasons for slIccessful/unsuccessful filings of motions saeking 
release pending appeal 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

No. cases handled prior to office appointment 
% cases handled prior to appointment 
No. motions filed seeking release pending appeal-- % cases for 
which motions flIed (in relation to those held pending appeal) 
% successful vs. unsuccessful filing 
% cases motions filed for transcript continuation 
% cases motions filed for discovery of materials not in record 
% cases motions filed for new trial 
% successful continuance motions 
% successful motions for transcript 
% successful motions for discovery of new materials 
% successful motions for new trial 
No. interlocutory appeals on a jurisdictional issue 
% interlocutory appeals vs. request from trial attorneys 
% successful interlocutory appeals for: jUrisdictional issue 
venue issue 
No. requests from inmates 
% requests from inmates successfully acted upon 
No. amicus curiae briefs filed 

Suggestions on Scoee Standards 

Your office should cooperate with the trial courts, appellate courts, 
trial defenders and private attorneys to ensure that no defendant is 
without legal representation between trial and appeal, or while 
awaiting the assignment of counsel by the court. Such cooperation 
should include: 
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I. The development of rules Qr pr~H'('dlll'(>5 for f'l1surmg tll,l t 
no hiatus in counsel t:~xbts. 

2. Working with the appropl'iatl~ cmu'ts in ,Jpvdopin)~t 
procedures such as to eI)SlIr(' continuity ()f rl"pn·spntation. 

Your office should also have a df.>arly drtieulated policy f(\!· s(,pking 
the t'elease of defendants 011 app<,llatC' b •. mel. This stwuld illCludl' th" 
f11ing of appropr1~'lte motiol)!{ sN'king rl' k',lse pending dppPdl wtlf'lI 
the granting of such motion is reasOfhlbly possibl<~. 

Clearly articulated policy regarding the filing l)i mntim\~) in tilt> 
appellate court should include providing the dipnt with tlw llH'st 
complete and effective representation in the appellate cmlrt 
through the appropriat{> motion practice. 

You may provide representation in interlocutory (prt.'-jlldgfTH.'f\t) 
appeals, and you should make the availability of yow' office known 
to attorneys providing representation to criminal dpfendants at tri;tl. 

Your office should have the discretion to assist prison inmates and 
others seeking redress 
should be extended to 
appropriate litigation 
confinement. 

of institution grievances. This discretion 
provide representation to such pNsons in 

challenging the conditions of slich 

A mlcus curiae briefs should be filed in state appellate courts when 
issues are raised in cases litigated by other counsel and when the 
following two conditions can be met: 

1. Such cases will have a significant impact on a Iar)!,(c> 
number of persons. 

2. The briefs filed by counsel can be effectively argumented 
by such amicus briefs. 

QUESTION: 

Yes No 

1. 

TOPIC: TIME.LINESS 

Are appeals filed in a timely manner? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for filing 
appeals In a timely manner? 

If not: 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they followed by staff? 

Why are such procedures lacking? 
What problems does this cause? 
How has the A.D. handled the problems? 
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Yes No 

2. 

3. 

• 
4. 

• 

• 
5. 

• 

• 

'. 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
requesting extensions of time? 

If yes: 

If not: -

Are they known by staff? 
Are they followed by staff? 

Why are such procedures lacking? 
Wha t problems does this cause? 
How has the A.D. handled the problems? 

Does the appellate defender cooperate with trial 
public defenders to ensure that all appeals desired 
by criminal defendants are pursued in a timely 
fashion? 

If not: 

What form does the cooperation take? 
Could more be done? 
Should more be done? 

Why are such procedures lacking? 
What probkrns does this cause? 
How has tn<::.> A.D. hendled the problems? 

Does the appellate defender cooperate with private 
attorneys to ensure that all appeals desired by 
criminal defendants are pursued in a timely fashion? 

If not: 

What form does the cooperation take? 
Could more be done? 
Should more be done? 

Why are such procedures lacking? 
What problems does this cause? 
How has the /1,.0. handled the problems? 

Does the appellate defender cooperate with the trial 
courts to ensure that aU appeals desired by criminal 
defendants are pursued In a tirr,ely fashion? 

If not: 

What form does the cooperation tal<e? 
Could more be done? 
Should more be done? 

Why are such procedures lacking? 
What problems does this cause? 
How has the A.D. handled the problems? 
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Yes No 

6. 

7. 

Does tlw .. tppclla h~ dt'ft''I1<i('r know whf'thpl' tilt' 
appeals ~!~~!!. in the' n)urt ,tdv(\l's~'lv ,\1 jpct", t!wu' 
clients? 

If yes: 
--'--

If not: 

Which l1Sp('(;ts ()f tlw prtwPss ,H't' ,uivprst'" 
Have steps lwnn tal,<t'n to changl' tlw 
prm,css (P.g. dt'vt*'ping tH'W C~HIt·t t'\llt~~;),' 
Have tlw· steps bl'pn vif .. ~)t'otlS·!' 
Hav(' the' steps 1)(>('11 "("lS(llhlhll', gIVPl\ 

jurisdictional p~~(~1I1i~H'ith's? 

Why are such prl)(~('dlln'5 lacking? 
What problems dot's this C:i1\1S(~? 
How has tlw A,n, handled the pt't)bl('m~;,\ 

Do written office policic.·s/ pror~(>(lurt's exist whkh 
specify that cases in which the d('fenddl1ts is 
incarcerated pend inA upp(~al should re('(~ivt' priority 
handling'? 

If not: 

Are they known by stuff? 
Are they followed oy staff? 

Why are they lacking? 
What problems does this C:,Hlse'? 
What has the A.D. done to It"ssen the 
problem? 

8. Is it easy for the aopellate office to promptly 
acquire a complete ~ecorcl for rlppeal? 

.!! yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why isn't it easy? 
Has the office taken any steps to reduc:e 
the difficulty'? 
Hc:.ve the steps bC'en at all successful? 
Have the steps bef'n vigorous? 
Have the !-teps been reasonable, given 
j ur isdictional peculiarities? 

9. Are the merits of every case determined only after 
the complete record has been reviewed'? ---

If yes: 

Ii not: 

No follow-up required 

In what situations are the merits 
considered Erior to receipt of complete 
record? 
How frequently doeS this occur? 
Can the situation be altered? 
Should the situation be altered? 
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FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Policies and procedures on: 
F lJing appeals 
Priority Status for Inmates 
Court rules for filing appeals 
Reasons briefs filed late 
Comparability amount staff in % of late filings 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

% briefs not filed within time limit set by statute or court rule 
% late filings which were beyond control of appellate office 
% late filings which are "appropriate," given jurisdictional 
peculiarities 
No. briefs for which extensions are requested 
% briefs for which extensions are recuested 
% briefs for which requested extensions are granted 
No. cases in which defendant is incarcerated pending appeal 
% cases incarcerated pending appeal (vs. total case}oad) 
% cases with indication of priority handling of incarcerated 
defendants pending appeal 

Suggestions on Timeliness Standards 

(See "Commentary" in Introduction) 

A t least 75 percent of all briefs filed by your office should be filed 
within the time limit set by statute or court rule without extension. 
It is suggested that the filing limit be at least sixty days following 
the filing of the verbatum record of proceedings. In cases which are 
not filed within this time limitation, your office should have 
established procedures for requesting extensions of time in a timely 
and efficient manner. If the time set by rule is unreasonably short, 
the defender should seek a change in the time period and not, if 
possible, continue to fl1e tardy briefs. 

In order to save time, it is essential to cooperate with the trial 
courts, trial public defenders, and private attorneys to ensure that 
all appeals desired by criminal defendants are timely pursued. You 
should further directly assist defendants in filing the necessary 
jurisdictional documents to perfect appeals in a timely manner. 

All steps should be taken to reduce the delays and time necessary 
for the processing of appeals which adversely affect the client. This 
should include the development of appropriate appel1a':'"e court rules 
which minimize the unnecessary procedures for perfection and 
prosecution of an appeal. 

Your office shoul<;l cooperate with the courts and court reporters to 
ensure the prompt completion of the appropriate record on appeal. 
The merit of any case should not be determined without the careful 
review of the record and a personal interview with the client. The 
cases in which the defendant is incarcerated only on the basis of the 
conviction under appeal should be handled in a priority manner. 
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qUESTION: 

1. 

2. 

Are conflict of interl~st cases tH'ing ,.\ssignl~d t" 
outside counsel? 

Does the appE"llate d(~fendet' oHk(~ hav(' i..t writtt'l\ 
definition of "('onfliC"t of interestll caSt's? 

If ye~ 

If not: 

Is it clearly articuillted? 
Is it easily applied to a ea'll'? 

How are such cases determined? 
Is there a mechanism for enStU'ill}~ 
consistency of staff determinatil1n? 
Why is a definition Jacking? 
What problems dOl~S the> lack ('aus~'7 

Does the office have written polkh~s/proc:!~dur('s tOt' 

identifying conflict of interest cases? 

Ii not: 

Are they known to the staff? 
Are they followed by the staff? 
Are the decisions made by the staff 
reviewed? 

How are such cases determined? 
Why are procedures lacking? 
What problems does the lack cause? 
How has the A.D. handled the problems? 

3. Does the mechanism for icientifying conflict of 
interest cases ensure a prompt review of such cases? 

If yes: No follow-up needed 

If not: Where does the problem lie? 
How can the problem be corrected? 

4. Does the mechanism for identifying conflict of 
interest cases ensure that outside counsel can be 
obtained in a timely manner? 

If yes: No follow-up 

If not: Where does the problem lie? 
How can the problem be corrected? 

5. Are all cases involving a conflict of interest 
reassigned to attorneys outside the office? 

If yes: 1\10 follow-up needed 
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Yes No 

• 

• 

' .. 
10. 

f, ' 

If not! - Where does the problem lie? 
How can the problem be corrected? 

6. Does the appeHate office request the assignment of 
outside counsel when asked to represent 
co-defendants (without extraordinary circumstances 
warranting joint representation)? 

7. 

8. 

9. 

If yes: No follow-up needed 

If not! Where does the problem lie? 
How can the problem be corrected? 

Does the appellate office request the assignment of 
outside counsel when the defendant was represente.d 
by the same defender agency and the 
ineffectiveness of counsel is arguable? 

If yes: No follow-up needed 

If not: Where does the problem lie? 
How can the problem be corrected? 

Does the appellate office request the assignment of 
outside counsel when two or more defendants who 
have had consistent defenses assert for the first 
time, after conviction, that one or more of the 
clients were more culpable than the others? 

If yes: No follOW-lip needed 

If not: Where does the problem lie? 
How can the prob~em be corrected? 

Does the appellate office request the assignment of 
outside counsel when an appellate attorney, in a 
post-conviction evidentiary hearing, needs to 
interview another clIent of that office In order to 
substantiate information provided by the first client? 

If yes: No follow-up needed 

If not: Where does the problem lie? 
How can the problem be corrected? 

Does the appellate office request the assignment of 
outside counsel when an appellate attorney, in the 
pursuit of an appeal or post-conviction hearing for a 
client, finds it necessary to assert that another 
cllent in the office committed perjury at trial? 
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Yes No 

If yes: No follow-up n{,'>{>deri 

If not: - Where does the probh:'In lie? 
How ca.n the pr(lblem b(~ correct('d? 

Relevant policies/procedures 
Relevant definition of "conflict of intf'rest" 
Reasons given for outside assignment of counsel 

STATISTICAL DATA TO Gl\THER AND ASSE.SS 

No. cases where outside assignment of counsel is requested 
% cases where the request of outside as~igrHnent ('1f c()l1ns<.~1 is 
granted 
Average time interval between request for outside assignment 
of counsel and when assignment IS made 

Suggestions on Conflict of Interest Cases 

Your office should adopt a procedure for ensuring a prompt review 
of each case to make a timely decision as to whether a conflict of 
interest is probable, As soon as a case is identified as meeting the 
definition of "conflict of interest case," the case should be 
immediately assigned to counsel outside the defender office. This 
procedure should be adequate to obtain independent counsel in a 
timely manner. 

Your office procedures should include a written definition of 
situations which constitute a conflict of interest, requiring the 
assignment of outside counsel. These situations should include: 

(1) When the appellate defender is appointed to provide 
representation to co-defendants, absent extraordinary 
circumstances warranting joint representation and the 
consent of all clients involved. 

(2) When the defendant was represented by the trial division 
of your defender agency and it Is asserted by the client or 
appears arguable to the appellate attorney that trial 
counsel provided ineffective representation. 

(3) In separate trials when two or more clients have entered 
pleas of gullty or have advanced defenses at trial which 
were not inconsistent, but assert for the first time after 
conviction that one or more of the clients were more 
culpable than others. 
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When it is necessary for you to interview or examine in a 
post ... conviction evidentiary hearing another client in your 
office in an effort to substantiate information provided by 
the first client. 

When, In the pursuit of an appeal or post-conviction 
hearing; it Is necessary to assert for the first time that 
another client in your office committed perjury at trial. 

TOPIC: STAFFING 

QUE.STION: Does the selection of the Chief Defender ensure 
quality of services? 

Yes No 

Did the Chief Defender have administrative 
experience prior to being selected? 

If not: 

Was the nature of the experience 
relevant? 
Was the extensiveness of the experience 
appropriate? 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
administering the office? 
Have any problems caused by this lack 
been minimized through A.D. strategies? 
What steps were taken to train the Chief 
Defender in administrative skills? 

2. Was the Chief Defender rated highly on the 
following abilities prior to being selected? 

If yes: 

If not: 

(a) supervisory ability 

(b) hiring ability 

(c) ability to delegate authority 

No follow-up needed 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
administering the office? 
Have any problems caused by this lack 
been minimized through A.D. strategies? 
What steps were taken to train the Chief 
Defender in administrative skills? 
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Yes No 

3. 

It. 

nld the Chief Defender have Subst'll1tive appell<:\te 
skHls prior to being s~~lected':) 

If yes: 

If not: 

What was the 
litigation? 

extent ()f prior appellatl?' 

What was the 
litigation? 

nature of prior apI)(·IJ~ltP 

What was the Cl'Hnplexity of prinr 
appellate litigation? 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems ill 
administering the office? 
Have any problems caused by this lad< 
been minimized through A.D. str.ttegies? 
What steps were taken to train the Chief 
Defender in administrative skills? 

Was the Chief Defender rated highly on the 
following abilities prior to being selected? 

If yes: 

If not: 

(a) knowledge of criminal law 

(b) ability to 
arguments 

prepare written 

(c) ability to present oral arguments 

No follow-up needed 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
administering the office? 
Have any problems caused by this lack 
been minimized through A.D. strategies? 
What steps were taken to train the Chief 
Defender in administering the office? 

5. Did the Chief Defender have substantive criminal 
defense work pr ior to being selected? 

What was the extent of prior defense 
work? 
What was the complexity of prior 
defense work? 
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If not! - Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
administering the office? 
Have any problems caused by this lack 
been minimized through A.D. strategies? 
What steps were taken to train the Chief 
Defender In administrative skills? 

6. Old the Chief Defender have executive 
organizational experience prior to being selected? 

7. 

If yes: Was he/she involved in policy planning? 
Was he/she involved in developing 
strategies to accompllsh plans? 
Was he/she involved in implementing 
plans? 
Was he/she involved in reviewing group 
and individual performance? 

Was the Chief Defender rated highly on the 
following personal attributes? 

If yes: 

If not: -

(a) ability to communicate easily? 

(b) leadership qualities? 

(c) sense of equity in working with 
staff? 

(d) ability to interact with clients? 

(e) ability to interact with public, in 
general? 

No follow-up needed 

Was he/she involved in policy planning? 
Was he/she involved in developing 
strategies to accomplish plans? 
Was he/she involved in implementing 
plans? 
Was he/she involved in reViewing group 
and individual performance? 

8. Did the Chief Defender's background indicate a 
commitment to the provision of quality defense 
representation for indigent individuals? 

No follow-up needed 
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Yes No 
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Was he/she involved in policy planning'? 
Was he/she involved in dt,;>veloping 
strategies t~) accomplish plans? 
Was he/she involved in implementing 
plans? 
Was he/she involved in reviewing group 
and individual performance? 

9. Did the political affiliation of the Chi('f Def('fHlt'r 
play an ~nimportant role in his/her sele(~tion? 

If yes: 

~ 

No fol1ow~up needed 

What was the nature of ttH~ role ('If 

political affiliation? 
How was the political afffiliation 
ascertained? 
How did it provide an "edge" to 
incumbent? 
Has political affi1lation caused any 
problems in administering the office? 
Have these problems been minimized by 
the A.D.? 

10. Does the Chief Defender rate highly on: 

(a) planning ability 

(b) strategic abllity 

(c) implementation ability 

(d) supervjsory ability (general) 

(e) hiring ability 

(f) communication ability On-house) 

(g) comrnun ication ability (extra-
office) 

(h) knowledge of criminal law 

(i) ability to edit other's briefs 

0) ability to supervise presentation of 
orals by others 
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Yes No 

11. 

12. 
, r 

., 
13. 

• 

14. 

• 

Did staff members have experience in representing 
criminal defendants in trial court prior to 
appointment in appellate office? 

If yes: 

If not: --

What was the extent of the experience? 
What was the nature of the experience? 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A.D.? 

Did staff members have experience in legal writing 
prior to appointment in the appellate office? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What was the extent of the experience? 
What was the nature of the experience? 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A.D.? 

Did staff members have any clerkships or similar 
positions in the appellate court prior to appointment 
in the appellate office? 

If not: 

What was the extent of the experience? 
What was the nature of the experience? 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A.D.? 

Did staff members have experience 
presentations (excluding trial court) 
appointment in the appellate office? 

in or~J 
prior to 

If yes: 

If not: 

What was the extent of the experience? 
What was the nature of the experience? 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems In 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A.D.? 
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Yes No 

15. Did staff m{'mbers have {'xperiel'we wl..1l'ldn~; within 
an office setting prior to dpprtintmC'nt in th~' 
appellate office? 

What was the extent of 'the ('xpt~ri{'ncl"? 
WhJ.t was the nature of th{' (·xp('rient.~C":' 

Why was this not consider<~d important? 
Has this la.ck cill/sed any probh'rns in 
staff perf or rn~lnee? 
Have any probk~ms caused 1)(~f'1\ 
minimized by strutegies of the A.D.? 

16. Did staff members exhibit personal skills that would 
be important In working in an appeHate office prior 
to their appointment? 

If not: 

What was the extent of the experienc('? 
What was the nature of the experit~nc("'? 

Why was this not considered Important? 
Has this lack caused any pr(')blems il1 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A,D.? 

17. Did staff members have experience working with 
clients (l.e., defendants) prior to appointment to the 
appellate office? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What was the extent of the experience? 
What was the nature of the experience? 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A.D.? 

13. Did staff members have experience working with 
court personnel prior to appointment to the 
appellate office? 

If not: 

What was the extent of the experience? 
What was the nature of the experience? 

Why was thIs not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A.D.? 
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Yes No 

19. Did the political affiliation of staff play an 
unimportant role in their selection? 

No follow~up np.eded 

Why was this not considered important? 
Has this lack caused any problems in 
staff performance? 
Have any problems caused been 
minimized by strategies of the A,D.? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Chief Defender'S resume prior to appointment 
Chief Defender'S personnel file 
Staff resumes prior to appointment 
Staff personnel files 

Suggestions on Staffing Standards 

In "stand alone" appellate defender offkes, the chief appellate 
defender should be selected on the basis of merit by an independent 
committee or board consisting of both lawyers and non-lawyers. 
The chief d<r~enderls primary qualifications should be: 

1. 

2. 

The demonstrated commitment to the provision of quality 
defense representation for eligible persons charged w!th 
or convicted of criminal conduct. 

The demonstrated ability to properly administer a law 
office of similar size ,and responsibilities. 

3. The demonstrated knowledge of. the criminal law and the 
effective ability to provide actual representation. 

The chief defender should be appointed for a specific term of years, 
anrl his salary should be equal to or greater than the highest paid 
attorney in the prosecutor's office. The chief defender should not 
be selected on the basis of political affiliation, and candidates 
should not be requested to provide information regarding political 
affiliation. Durin~ the chief defender's term, he or she should not 
be discharged except for cause shown. 

In an office which provides representation both at the trial and 
appellate levels, a separate unit or section should be established to 
provide appellate representation. The chief of the appellate unit or 
section should be selected by, and serve at the pleasure of, the chief 
pubJic defender. The chief of the office's appellate unit should have 
the following qualifications: 
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1. A demonstrat('d ability to propt'rly ~\dlninist("r the unit. 

2. The demonstrated expertise in appdlnte litigdtk.n, 
particularly in criminal eases. 

3. The demonstrated ability to prepar'p (~tfe('tiv(l V/f'ittt'n 
arguments and to edit the briefs of l')tlwt' 'lttl1rneys. 

4. A demonstrated ability tl') interact apprnprl,ltplv with 
staff members, clients, and rnC'mbr'rs ('If ttl(' Imhlk in 
general. 

The salary of the chief of the appellate unit should bl~ eqllal to l't' 

greater than the highest paid attorney pt·olfiding appc'H,\te 
representation on behalf of the prosecution in your jurisdiction. Th(' 
chief of the appellate unit should not be sell'cted on the b,l~is of 
political affiliation, and it should not be aSSllmNI that when a r\(~w 
chief defender takes office, that the head t1f the appellate unit 
should be changed. 

TOPIC: TRAINING 

QUESTION: Does the training given appellate defenders ensure 
quality of service? 

Yes No 

1. Does an established training program exist for entry 
level attorneys? 

2. 

If yes: 

If not: 

What is the nature of the program? 
Does it transmit needed appel1ate skills? 
Is it given to every attorney? 

Is there any substitute given for such 
training? 
Does this lack cause problems? 
Why Is training not considered important? 

Does training for entry level attorneys being PdT 
to case representation {i.e. not Iron the job" training? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
How are these problems minimized by 
the A.D.? 
How made known to the A.D.? 
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3. Does the established training program involve 
non-appellate staff? 

If not: ..... ' 

Who is involved (nilture of discipline)? 
What per~ent of the training do they do? 

Has staff expressed any need or concern 
for this'? 
Has such involvement been explored by 
the A.[Y? Conclusions'? 

Does the office have an ongoing legal education 
program for its attorneys'? 

If not: -

What is the nature of the program'? 
Do all attorneys participate? 
Does it transmit the needed skllls and 
information'? 

Is there any substitute given for such 
training'? 
Does this lack cause problems'? 
How are these problems rnade known to 
the A.D.? 
How are these problems handled by the 
A.D.? 

5. Do attorneys attend national programs which are of 
particular relevance to appellate defenders? 

If not: 

Which programs are favored? 
How many staff attend per year? 
Is attendance equitable among staff? 

Why not? 
What has the A.D. done to alter this 
situation? 

6. Is training given in the rudiments of good brief 
preparation? 

If not: 

What form does it take? 
is it extensive enough to ensure good 
brief preparation? 

Why not? 
Does this lack cause problems? 
How are the problems handled by the 
A.D.? 
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Yes Nt) 

7. 

a _IWw, •• "" I ) i ' •. , .' 

Is training given in tIlt' t'udinwnts nf ,,'Ira! ().rgUltH.'llts'! 

What fonn d(l(;~s it tal,t! ('.g. i)lm()I'V,Ul\'t~ 
('If otherl>\ praeticl')? 
Is it {~xtt~r1s1v(~ enough to enSllfP gnod 
oral prt.~'>sent~l tion';1 

Why not'? 
l)oes lack ('mlso prl.)bh~fll~':' 
How nr<,~ tl)('~ probl(,nts IhlIHl1t"d by tiH' 
A.D.? 
Is he/stH~ aware of til(' pt'{lhh'lHS'? 

FACTUAL DATA n) GArrmR ANn A!"ISES~ .... _~\"'''_''~_'_''''''Io>< .. tf't __ '7'~-" '''' =--'>",'d'~'~H "'C'-".,.:'Cn' 

Training program materials 
Staff personnel files 
Staff workbooks/notes (if any) 

No. days (or weeks) spent in training f per yea!' 1 per staff 
attorney 
Amt. money expended by office for training 
% budget of office spent for training 

Suggestions on Training S~arLd~r,2.~ 

Your office should have an established training program for 
entry-level attorneys which should begin p,lor to the attorney 
actually providing representation in any case. "On the job" training, 
based upon what the attorney will learn from individual cases, is not 
adequate. Training should involve appellate defender staff, tri~lI 
attorneys, court personnel, and others. 

You should have ongoing continuing legal education progrmns for 
attorneys, and specially designed ongoing training for all members 
of the staff, including the most senior attorneys. National prograrns 
which are of particular relevance to appeUate dc.denders should be 
utilized, and you should work with funding sources to ensure funding 
for both in state and out-of~state continuing legal education 
programs. 

Each member of your staff should understand the rudiments of 
appellate arguments, including the fact that no oral argument is to 
be read. A for m book should be developed describing the fannul and 
informal appellate strategies utillzed by your office. This handbook 
should include "practices of the courts" and appellate procedures 
including when and how they are most effectively used. The form 
book should be part of the training program as well as an important 
reference manual. 
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TOPIC: CASELOAD 

QUESTION: Does the appellate defender office caseload ensure 
quality appellate service? 

Yes No 

1. 

2. 

Do written caseload standards exist for the 
appellate defender office? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What are they? 
Who was involved in their development? 
When were they last reviewed? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to resolve the 
problem? 

Does the office caseload ensure quality staff 
representation? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

What 1s the caseload overload? 
In which aspect of representation does 
the quality of work suffer? 
Is the A.D, aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to resolve the 
problems? 
What are they? 

3. Does the office case ensure efflcient staff 
performance? 

4. 

If > ~s: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Where do the inefficiencies enter? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to resolve the 
problems? 
What are they? 

Do written workload standards exist for each 
appellate attorney? 

If yes: What are they? 
Are they similar for each attorney in the 
office? 
Are they fair to each attorney in the 
office? 
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Yes No 

no irnbalanc~s itl workload n~slllt? 
Does the quality of the Wl)r!< suffer? 
Is the A.n. aware Ijf the problem<~~ 
Have steps been taken to rt."solvt:' thn 
problems? 
What are they? 

.5. Does the workload of (,~ilch appelIatc;~ attm'ney {m~llre 
quality representation for all clients? 

If yes: 

If not: Is the A.D, aware of the problem? 
Have steps been taken to resolve the 
problem? 
What are they? 

6. Were the case load standards for the office 
developed by assessing the time needed to handle 
different case types? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Have accurate time records ever been 
kept for cases handled? 
If not, why not? 
Would a time assessment be of help? 

7. Has the office determined the actual time needed to 
handle different types of cases? 

If not: 

Are they accurate? 
Are they periodically reviewed? 

Have time records ever been kept? 
If not, why not? 

8. Does a written policy/procedure exist which 
prevents the office from exceeding its caseload 
standards (or expectations)? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Has it ever been invoked? 
Does it work? 
Who developed it? 
Does the court know about it? 

What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have any steps been taken to minimize 
the problems? 
What are they? Effective? 

9. Does the office have a weighted caseload system 
which ensures the fair distribution of cases among 
staff? 
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Yes No 

If yes: 

If not: 

Has it ever been invoked? 
Does it work? 
Who developed it? 
Does the court know about it? 

Does any other system exist to ensure 
fairness? 
Does the lack of this system cause 
problems? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have any steps been taken to minimize 
the problems? 
What are they? 

10. Does a written policy/procedure exist which enables 
a potential client to receive legal assistance when 
his/her cases exceed existing case load standards? 

If not: 

Has it ever been invoked? 
Does it work? 
Who developed it? 
Does the court know about it? 

What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have any steps been taken to minimize 
the problems? 
What are they? Effective? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Policy/procedure re: referrals, caseload, workload 
Time expectations/case type {if any) 
Referral sources when caseload standards are exceeded 
Time records per attorney 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

No. appeals handled by each attorney per year 
No. appeals handled by office per year 
No. case types handled by each attorney per year 
No. cases refused service for caseload reasons 
No. referrals made 
% cases refused service (vs. given service) 

Suggestions on Caseload Standards 

In order to assure that effective representation is being provided by 
your office and that adequate information is provided to the funding 
source upon which to base an appropriate budget, it is essential that 
you develop case load standards which accurately reflect the amount 
of casework which can be done by your existing staff. The case load 
for each particular jurisdiction should refer to national standards 
based on time records developed by your office based upon the 
specific nature of the cases which you handle. 
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Accurate records must be kept for a pl~riod ~)f tirne, to dctermif'l(* 
the actual time necessitated by the wide variety (')f f'~lSeS handl~'d br 
your office in eac:h jurisdiction, includh'lR death pl'nalty c .. 1Ses., 
lengthy or complex cases; cases which do not involvt, 1.1, fonnal 
appeal to the appel1ate court, and other types of varied cases. 

Clearly-articulated pollc1es should bt~ developed to prevent your 
office from exceeding its case load standards. These polid~>.s should 
be discussed in advance with your fundh1g authority i:ll\d the 
appointing courts to ensure no misunderstanding regat'ding ymll' 
obligations. The caseload standards and prncedures sht)1I1d bt' 
reduced to writing and be readily available prior to any em<'rgency 
developing regarding excessive case load. r~qual1y irnrK1rtant is th(· 
adaptation of a weighted case load system fl)r all caSf>S ent(7ring yt1\1t' 

office to ensure a fair distribution of cases and "lcclltate 
information on case loads. 

TOPIC! CASE WEIGHTING AND S:rAFFING l~JI\)..::~ 

QUESTION: Does the appellate office maintain a system for 
determining the number of weighted cases that carl 
annually be handled by each attorney or the 
equivalent? 

Yes No 

1. Has the office identified the various factors which 
determine how much time it wiii require for an 
attorney to provide representation in the cases 
handled by the unit? 

If yes: 

If not: 

How were the factors identified? 

How are cases assigned to staff members? 
Is a distinction made among cases or 
procedures? 

2. Has the office developed a system for weighting the 
cases and procedures undertaken by the office? 

If yes: 

If not: 

How was the system devised? 
Does it accurately reflect the amount of 
time required to complete that case? 

Why not? 
How is attorney's workload and caseload 
determined? 
What are the consequences of the lack of 
a system? 



Yes No 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

Has the office determined how many weighted cases 
can annually be handled by a full time appellate 
attorney or the equivalent? 

If not: -

How was the system devised? 
Does it accurately reflect the number of 
weighted cases in which one full time 
appellate attorney can provide effective 
representation in one year? 
How is the weighted caseload system 
used by the office? 

Why not? 
How Is an appropriate annual caseload 
for attorneys determined? 
What are the consequences of the failure 
of the office to have weighted staffing 
ratios? 

Has provision been made for a reduction in 
supervisory attorneys' caseload to allow for review 
of other attorneys' work? 

If yes: 

If not: 

How was this determined? 

Why not? 
What time is utilized to supervise other 
attorneys? 
What are the consequences of the failure 
to reduce case load for supervisory time? 

Does the office have ratios for the number of 
secretaries, investigators and law students per 
attorney? 

Ii not: 

What are the ratios? 
How were they determined? 
Is supervision of law students adequate? 

Why not? 
How is the number of support staff 
determined? 

6. Are independent social workers available to offices 
which seek reduction of sentences? 

Are such services adequate? 
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If not: Ii.ow does the office dQmonstrate to the 
court that a sentenct:' should be reduced'? 

Suggestions for CaslL~eigh.~~!}g 
and Staff Ra ti05 

(See "Commentart' in Introd~J£B.2!lt 

An appellate unit should determine those factors which d()tt'rrnine 
how much time it wiU take an tittorney to provide E~fh~ctive 
represen ta tion. 

These factors should include~ the length of the court tran~cripts, 
whether the defendant has been sentenced to death, whether the 
case involved the propriety of a sentence or plea of guilty, the 
nature of post-conviction procedures in the trial court, whctht~r a 
brief 1s filed and whether subsequent briefs or petitions an> fH(>(l to 
seek review. In addition, time should be set aside for attorney 
supervision. 

By determIning the amount of time each factor requires, an 
appellant office can develop a weighted system to assign a standard 
work-unit value to each case. While there wlll be variation by 
jurisdiction, the recommended weighted caseload system is as 
follows. 

1. A brief-In-chief or Anders brief filed in a case in which 
the court transcripts are 500 pages or less shall be one 
work-unit, except as otherwise provided herein. 

2. In cases 1n which the defendant has not been sentenced to 
death, one addItional work-unit shall be added for each 
additional 500 pages of court transcript. 

3. In cases in which the defendant has been sentenced to 
death the preparation of the brief shall constitute ten (10) 
work units and the procedures specified in paragraphs 6, 
7, and 8, infra. shall constitute ten times the work-units 
specified 1n those subparagraphs. 

It. A brief involving only the validity of a guilty plea or only 
the propriety of a sentence 1n which there was neither a 
trial nor substantial evidentiary hearing shall constitute 
one-half work-unit. 

5. A case which is dosed by the appellate unit with the 
submission of neither a brief nor post-co\:?iction motion 
shall constitute between one-quarter and one-half 
work-units, depending on the length of the record 
reviewed and work done on the case. 
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6. A case which is closed by the appellate unit after the 
disposition of a post-conviction motion or writ but 
without the submission of an appellate court brief shall 
constitute between one-half and one work-unit depending 
on the length of the record reviewed, the nature of the 
post-conviction hearing, and whether a trial court brief 
was submitted. 

7. A case in which an evidentiary post-conviction hearing is 
conducted by the appellate unit and in which an appellate 
court brief is submitted shaH conStitute between one and 
one-half and two work-units. 

8. The preparation of a reply brief or a petitIon for review 
or certiorari in a state court shall constitute one-quarter 
work-unit. A petition for writ of certiorari filed in the 
Supreme Court of the United States shall be one-half 
work-unit. 

TOPIC: LIBRARY ANT) RESOURCES 

QUESTION: Does the appellate office contain the appropriate 
library/materials needed to ensure quality appellate 
services? 

Yes No 

1. Is each attorney in the appellate defender office 
provided with: 

(a) One complete set of state statutes and court 
rules? 

(b) One set of statutes annotated, covering 
statutes and rules governing criminal and 
appellate law and procedure? 

(c) Those sections of the state digest and/or state 
legal encyclopedia covering criminal law? 

(d) A directory of all attorneys, judges and 
prosecutors in the jurisdiction? 

(e) The Harvard Citator or Its equivalent? 

(f) A dictionary and thesaurus? 
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Yes No 

If not: - Why not? 
In what ways does this dltl')inish quality 
of representation given'? 
In what ways is this inefficient in Cdse 
handling? 
Is the A.D. awal'e of the problerns? 
Have steps been taken to al1eviat(~ the 
problems? 

2. Is the appellate defender office provldl~d with a 
complete set of: 

(a) United States Supreme Court decisions? 

(b) All published state appellate court decisions? 

(c) Federal Reporter, Second Series? 

(d) State Statut('s, Annotated? 

(e) State Digest? 

(f) State legal encyclopedia? 

(g) Law reviews published In the state? 

(h) Either Am. Jur. or C.J.S.? 

(i) Pattern criminal jury instructions for the state? 

(j) Federal Digest? 

0<) State Shepards Citations? 

(I) Current A.B.A. Standards for Criminal Justice? 

(m) Current prison and probation regulations for 
that jurisdiction? 

(n) One additional set of aU published state 
appellate court decisions since 1960 for every 
ten 1a wyers? 

(0) The Criminal Law Reporter? 

(p) Legal dictionary? 

No follow-up needed 
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Yes No 

3. 

Why not? 
In what ways does this diminish quality 
of representation given? 
In what ways Is this inefficient in case 
handling? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 

Is the appellate defender office provided with one 
standard treatise om 

(a) Criminal substantive law? 

(b) Criminal procedure? 

(c) Criminal evidence? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
In what ways does this diminish quality 
of representation? 
In what ways Is this inefficient in case 
handling? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to alleviate the 
problems 

4. Has priority been given to expanding the law library 
beyond its current collection? 

5. 

If yes: What is sought? 
How is it becoming a reality 

If not: Is there any need? 
Is the A.D. aware of the need? 

Do appellate staff use non-office libraries when 
such materials as the foHowing are needed: 

(a) Regional and State reporters? 

(b) Federal Supplement? 

(c) All major law reviews? 

(d) Such standard references as A.L.R. or Words 
and Phrases? 

If yes: Which libraries are used? 
How frequently are they used? 
What procedures have been worked out 
for their use? 
Could this be handled more conveniently 
than currently? 
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Yes No 

6. 

Is there- any need'? 
Is the A.n .• :~ware of the need? 
Wh;:1t is being done to all('viate tlw 
problem? 

Does the office have a requirNi procedul'(' fnr 
indexing its own br1{'fs? 

Is it used? 
Is it used by all attorneys'! 
Are the briefs easily acc:essible'! 

If not: Is there a need? 
Is the A.n. aware of the need? 

7. Does the office have a required procl.'dure f()r 
cataloging motions/research done by the office? 

8. 

9. 

Is it used? 
Is it used by all attorneys? 
Are the briefs easily accessible? 

If not: Is there a need? 
Is the A.D. aware of the need'? 

Has the appellate defender determined the 
feasibility of using automated research equipment 
to do legal research? 

If not: 

Any recommendations forthcoming? 
What was the nature of the study'?" 
Have any recommendations been acted 
upon? 

Is there any need? 
Is the A.D. aware of the need? 

Does the appellate office have automated research 
equipment to do legal research? 

Is it located for easy access? 
Does its use disrupt ongoing research? 
Is it utilized by all staff'? 
Is it cost efficient (and how determined)? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSE.SS 

Library materials 
Staff (individual) libraries 
Relevant policies/ procedures 
Location of equipment 
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• 
~uggestions on Library/Resource Standards 

r:~ach attorney In your office should be provided with: 

1. One complete set of state statutes and court rules. 

2. One set of statutes annotated, covering those statutes and rules 
governing criminal and appellate law and procedure. 

'3. Those sections of the state digest and/or state legal 
encyclopedia covering criminal law. 

4. A directory of all attorneys, judges, and prosecutors 1n the 
jurisdiction. 

5. A dictionary. 

A t a rrllnllTIUm, you should have an in-house library with the 
following materials available to each defender (the complete sets): 

1. U.S. Supreme Court Decisions. 

2. State Appellate Court Decisions. 

3. Federal Reporter, Second Series. 

4. State Statutes Annotated. 

5. State Digest. 

6. State Legal Encyclopedia. 

7. Law reviews publlshed in your state. 

8. Either Am. Jur. or C.J.S. 

9. Pattern criminal jury instructions for the state. 

10. Federal Digest. 

11. State and Federal Shepards Citation. 

12. Current A.B.A. Standards for Criminal Justice. 

13. CUrrent prison, parole, and probation regulations for your 
jur isdiction. 

One set of aU published state appellate COUl't decisions since 1960 
for every ten attorneys should be provided, as well as the current 
Criminal Law Reporter, a legal dictionary, a.nd one standard treatise 
on: 
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1. Criminal substantive lalW. 

2. Criminal procedure. 

3. Criminal evidence. 

Priority should be given to expanding your law library beyond its 
minimum collection. 

Complete law libraries which contain regional and state repol·t~>rs, 
Federal Supplement~ aU major law reviews, and such st~mdMd 
references as A.L.R. and ~ should be located and ut11lzed. 

An index of briefs should be kept by each appellate d(~fend(>r 
allowing other staff members and other researchers to have accpss 
to briefs completed by your office. A procedure should b(~ 
established requiring the cataloging of briefs and of 
motions/research done by your office. 

TOPIC: CASE ASSIGNMENT 

QUESTION: Does the system of assigning cases to individual 
attorneys result 1n quality representation? 

Yes No 

t. Does the appellate defender office have written 
pollciesJprocedures for the assignment of cases t(~ 
the lawyers within the office? 

If not! 

Is assignment made at the time the case 
enters the office? 
Is the assignment mude at the time of 
receipt of complete trial record and 
transcripts? 
Is the assignment system efficient? 

What substitutes for such procedures? 
Does the lack cause any problems? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Is anything being done to minimize the 
problems? What? 

2. Is the assignment of a case within the discretion of 
the Chief Defender? 

If not: 

N a follow-up needed 

Who controls the assignment process? 
Does the system work fairly? 
Is the systE'm efficient? 
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Yes No 

3. 

4. 

• 

• 

• 5. 

• 

• 

• 

Is the assignment of a case to a lawyer within the 
office based on the following factors? 

(a) attorney workload and schedule? 

(b) attorney ability to provide high quality worl< In 
the specific case? 

(c) attorney's and office's prior contact with 
client? 

,If X<:.§: noes the system work? 

If not: - What factors are used in case assignment? 
l)oes the current system/factor work 
efficiently? Well? 

Does the appellate defender office have written 
policies/procedures for the reassignment of cases to 
lawyers within the office (excluding conflict of 
interest cases)? 

If yes: 

.!.!.D.2!: 

Does the system work well? 

Is such a system needed? 
Is there a substitute in the office? 
Does the lack cause any problems? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Is anything being done to minimize the 
problems? What? 

Do reasons for case assignment include, at a 
mInimum: 

(a) absence from the office or termination of first 
attorney? 

(b) excess workload of first attorney which would 
deny client of prompt case handling? 

(c) irreconcilable conflict between first attorney 
and client which prevents a normal 
attorney/client relationship (and not a pattern 
for the client)? 

No follow-up needed 

If not: What reasons are used? 
Are they sufficient? Appropriate? 
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Yes No 

6. noes the appellate deftmdt"t' offit~(· h~\V(\ \\>Tith'n 
policies/proc~d\jtes ft)}, i1hmittwing tin' m~WI'nH'nt ,1t 
cases? 

Ar'2 th(~y sufficit~I)t'? 
Are they efficient? 

What problems d()(~" this C~l1l5(";' 
Is the A.D. awHt't' uf the pl'()hl(,IJI~? 
Have st(~PS been t.tken tt'\ lI\irtilHi,~e tht, 
problems? 

7. Do appellate defen('!et' polid(~5/pn\CNi\U'e~~ fnr 
monitoring the 1l10v(~rnent of Gases "lllaw him/ Ill>!' ttl 
detcrmine: 

8. 

9. 

(a) Inappropriate delays in individual cusps'? 

(b) inapPI'opriate delays in attorn~y pedl.)rn"mi'{~ 
in meet.ing time framcs'? 

(c) systematic delays which c,m be identified and 
corrected? 

(d) future case assignments? 

(e) future office cflseload? 

No follow-up needed 

What problems does this Ci:1Use? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to minimLte tt\(~ 
problems? 

Does the monitoring of the movement of cases 
occur on a mon thly basis? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No foll0"Y~up needed 

What is the monitoring schedule'? 
Does it cause any problems? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to minimize the 
problems? 

Is a specific supervisory attorney assigned the 
responsiblllty of monitoring case flow? 

If yes: No follow-up needed 
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Yes No 

Why not? 
What is the monitoring schedule? 
Does it cause any problems? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to minimize the 
problems? 

10. Does an attomey who transfers from the appellate 
division of a defender office to another division 
retain all appellate cases in which he/she has 
already interviewed a defendant or read the trial 
transcript? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What is the monitoring schedule? 
Does it cause any problems? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have steps been taken to minimize the 
problems? 

CASE ASSIGN MENT 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Policies/procedures regarding: 
case assignment, 
case reassignment, 
case load monitoring/review 
Review of procedures against assignments recently made 
Reasons for reassignments made 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

No reassignments made 

Suggestions on Case Assignment Standards 

A procedure should be developed for the assignment of cases to the 
lawyers within your office. Such procedures may include either 
assignment at the time that the case is assigned to your office or 
when the complete trial record and transcript have been received • 

Once a case is accepted, cases should not be reassigned to another 
attorney within your office unless: 

1. The first attorney leaves the defender office permanently 
or for a significant period of time. 

2. The attorney's ability to provide prompt and high quality 
representation is the specific case. 

3. The attorney's and your office's previous contact with the 
client. 
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Procedures should be adopted for monitoring th<." flow and rnovement 
of cases to determine: 

1. Any inappropriate delays in individual cases. 

2. Any attorneys who are not handling cases in an 
appropriate time frame. 

3. Any systematic delays which can be identified Hnd 
corrected. 

Lt, Assignment of cases and anticipating il!iUre caseJoads. 

Such monitoring should occur on a monthly basis and should be the 
responsibility of a specific supervisory attorney designated by the 
chief defender. 

A ttorneys who transfer from the appellate division of the defender 
office to another division should retain all appellate cases in which 
he/she has already interviewed the defendent or read the trial 
transcript. 

TOPIC: CLIENT CONTACT 

QUESTION: Does the office maintain personal client contact? 

Yes No 

1. Do written policies/procedures exist which address 
issue of client contact? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Are they known to the attorney? 

How are client-oriented issues resolved? 
Are there problems? 
Are these problems being resolved? 

2. If case assignment is delayed (e.g., until the record 
is received) is the client informed? 

If not: 

Method of informing clIent? 
Is the procedure routinized? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being resolved? 
In what ways? 
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Yes No 
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3. Is each potential client given a contact person 
within the office if case assignment will be delayed? 

If xes: 

If not: -
No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being resolved? 
In what ways? 

4. Is each appellate defender client personally 
interviewed by the attorney who wHl be handling the 
case? 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being resolved? 
In what ways? 

5. Are the procedures clear in terms of discussing the 
merits, strategy and ramifications of the proposed 
appeal with each client? 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being resolved? 
In what ways? . 

6. Are the procedures clear in terms of providing the 
client with the attorney's best professional judgment 
concerning whether the appeal should be pursued? 

7. 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being resolved? 
In what ways? 

Are clients provided with information regarding 
process and procedures which will be taken in the 
matter and the anticipated time frame? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What form does the information take? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being resolved? 
In what ways? 
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Yes No 

8. 

9. 

Are clients kept inforrned {.)f the status of their cas~ 
at each step in the appellate prt1cess'? 

If yes: 

If not: 

By what mechanism'? 
Is it routinized within the office? 
Is it formalized within the office? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being res()lved? 
In what ways? 

Are clients provided with a copy of each substantivl' 
document that has been filed by the attorney in the 
case? 

If yes: 

If not: 

By what mechanism? 
Is it routinized within the office? 
Is It formalized within the office? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Are these problems being resolved? 
In what ways? 

CLIENT CONTACT 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Office policies/procedures on: 
client contact when incarcerated, 
client contact when free, 
forms of routinized contact 
Correspondence in case file 
Notations on case file 
V isit to correctional institution (and possible observation of 
interview) 
Prison regulations re: attorney contact 
Jail regulations re: attorney contact 

STATISTlCAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

% cases receiving no personal interview, telephone interview or 
mail contact 
% cases receiving persona! interview only 
% cases receiving telephone interview only 
% cases receiving mail"interview" only 
% mail from incarcerated clients which is opened/ censored 
(estima tion) 
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Suggestions on Cllent Contact Standards 

(See "Commentary" in Introduction) 

All of your clients should be personally Interviewed by the attorney 
who will actually be handlil1g the case. Written office procedures 
should be adopted which require each client to be seen by the 
attorney actually providing representation in that case. Such policy 
should include at least one visit, and such additional visits as are 
required by the particular facts and circumstances of the case. 
Your office should work out, in advance, procedures with those 
correctional institutions which will be visited by your staff to ensure 
the least possible delay and misunderstanding. The appellate 
defender should work with institutional officials to ensure that each 
correctional institution makes arrangements for a private interview 
room for attorney/client visits. An attorney should not be expected 
to interview a client in a general visiting room, a room divided by a 
screen or glass partition, or a room in which a listening device is 
installed. An attorney should not be expected to interview a client 
while the client is wearing handcuffs, leg irons, or chains. By 
working with the department of corrE'ctions and the superintendent 
of each instituti't)n, you should ensure an advance understanding of 
the facilities needed for private interview space. 

When cases are not assigned to a specific attorney until the records 
are received, you should immediately inform the client of this fact 
and ensure that the client has a person within your office to contact 
prior to the receipt of the court record • 

The appellate defender should have a dearly articulated policy of 
discussing the merits, strategy, and ramifications of the proposed 
appeal with each client prior to the perfection and completion 
thereof. These policies should include discussing any possible 
adverse consequences or strategy problems in pursuing such an 
appeal, even when there is an arguable issue to appeal. It is the 
obligation of your counsel to provide the client with his/her best 
professional judgment as to whether the appeal should be pursued in 
view of the legal merit of the appeal, any adverse collateral 
consequences, and strategic considerations. 

The appellate defender should inform his or her cllent of the status 
of the case at each step in the appellate process. Any delays in the 
case shOUld be explained, and general information should be provided 
to every client regarding the process and procedure which will be 
taken in the matter, as well as the anticipated time frame for such 
processing. The client should also be provided with each substantial 
document filed in the case both the prosecution and the defense. 
The appellate defender should respond in a timely manner to all 
correspondence from clients, provided that the client 
correspondence is of a reasonable number and at a reasonable 
interval. 
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All necessary steps should be t,al<en to t>l'Isurc that the 
attorney/client privilege is protected fln all correspondtmc<:' to llnd 
from an incarcerated individual. The3ppellate defender should 
work with the prison administration and the attorney genenli in the 
state to ensure that the appropriate law in that jurisdktion is 
followed in relation to the opening and/or censoring tlf 
attorney/client mail. The appellate defender should also inquire i.\S 

to the possibility of gaining telephone contact with clients who arc 
incarcerated when such brief teh~phone contact can further clients' 
interests. 

TOPIC: TRIAL COUNSE.L CONTACT 

QUESTION: Do the appellate attorn~ys communicat(~ with the 
trial counsel? 

Yes No 

1. Do written office policies/procedures exist 
regarding contact with trial counsel? 

If not: 

What area:! do they cover? 
Are they known to the attorney? 
Do they encourage communicCltion? 

Is there a substitute for them? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of these problems? 
Are the problems being resolved? How? 

2. Are trial counsel informed in every case that the 
appellate defender unit has been assigned to provide 
appellate representation to the defendant? 

3. 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of these problems'? 
Are the problems being resolved? How? 

Do written oifice policies/procedures exist 
regarding the screening of cases in which claims of 
"ineffectiveness of counsel" are raised? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Wha t do they cover? 
Are they reasonable? 
Are they followed? 

Is there a substitute for them? 
What problems does thIs cause? 
Is the A.D. awa.re of these problems? 
Are the problems being resolved? How? 
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It. Does the office insulate itself and its appellate 
attorneys against pressures not to raise the claim of 
"ineffectiveness of counsel"? 

If not: 

How is this accomplished? 
What pressures are brought? 

Is there a substitute for them? 
What problems doe-s this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of these problems? 
Are the problems being resolved? How? 

5. Do written standards exist for determining 
"ineffectiveness of counsel"? 

6. 

7. 

If yes: 

If not: 

What do they cover? 
Are they appropriate? 
Are they followed? 

Is there a substitute for them? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of these problems? 
Are the problems being resolved? How? 

Is the assistance of trial counsel encouraged in the 
handling of an appeals case? 

If yes: 

If not: 

In what way? 
How is this made known to trial counsel? 
How frequently is such aid given? 
Under what circumstances is it given? 
What is the nature of this aid? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of these problems? 
Are the problems being resolved? How? 

Is trial counsel sent a copy of the appellate brief? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D, aware of these problems? 
Are the problems being resolved? How? 

~ ____ '_Ut ______________________ • _____________ 6_l ________ __ 



FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS - " ... ---.~""' ........ 

Office policies/procedures on: 
contact with trial counsel, 
screening cases for "ineffectiveness of counsel" 
Standards for "ineffectiveness" argument 
Case file correspondence 
Case me notations 
Nature of trial counsel contact 
Nature of aid given by trial counsel 

TRIAL COUNSEL CONTACT --
STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

% cases where trial counsel has been contacted re: appf~als to 
take place 
5'6 cases with more than contact for notification only 
% cases appeals (of all appeals taken) for ineffective 
representa tlon 
96 ineffective representation appeals in which counsel was 
contacted 
No. of appeals coming into office with claim of in~ffectlve 
counsel 
No. of appeals withdrawn from and turned over to other 
attorneys (in mixed office) 
% cases in which trial counsel aids appellate attorney (estimate) 
% cases in which trial counsel received brief 
% cases in which trial counsel received opinion of the court 

Suggestions on Trial Counsel Contact Standards 

Clearly articulated procedures should be develped by your office 
regarding contact with trial counsel which shall include, at a 
minimum, notifying trial counsel that your unit has been assigned to 
provide appellate representation to the defendant and should include 
such other general procedures as appear necessary within your 
jurisdiction. In any case In which you argue that tria! counsel 
provided ineffective representation, the appellate counsel should 
give notice to the trial attorney of such asserted claim. 

Your office should develop dearly artIculated internal procedures 
for screening cases in which claims of ineffectiveness are raised. 
Cooperation should be encouraged with trial counsel, including the 
trial attorney providing assistance on appeal, provided, however, 
that appellate counsel is primarily responsible for the handling of 
such a case. 
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QUESTION: 

Yes No 

1. 

• 

• 2. 

• 

3. 

• 

TOPIC: BRIEF PREPARATION . 

Are the appellate briefs prepared and filed in a 
professional manner? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
providing an "issues conference" within the office 
prior to the actual commencernent of the writing of 
the brief? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What is the nature of the conference 
(e.g., who is involved, for how long)? 
How is the decision made whether there 
is an arguable issue? 
How is the decision made regarding how 
many issues to pursue? 
How is the decision made regarding how 
to pursue the case (l.e., brief and/or oral 
argument? 

Is there any mechanism for an initial 
discussion of issues? 
Does it suffice? 
Are there are problems cause by this 
lack? 
{s the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? What are they? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
reviewing and screening briefs and records filed by 
the office? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What do they cover? 
Are they always followed? 
Are they cursory or substantive reviews? 
Do they result in brief rewriting? 

What Is the review/screening mechanism? 

Do cases represented by the appellate staff conform 
to the court rules of the jurisdiction, including: 

(a) filing notice of appeal? 

(b) ordering clerks papers and exhibits? 

(c) ordering transcripts? 
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Yes No 
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(d) filing and sE'rving tranr.cl'ipts? 

(e) having trans(:rlpts? 

(f) filing briefs? 

(g) filing motion fnr rf>cmv;idcration? 

(h) filing petition for review? 

Do the rules facihtate good tlppelldt(' 
practice'? 

What is the nature of the problems? 
What is the magnitude of the problem!>? 
What is causing the probIl'rns? 
Are steps being taken to allevia.t(;~ the 
problems? 

4. Do briefs filed by the appellate attorneys appear 
professional, that is: 

(a) have a neat overall appearance? 

(b) have no typographical errors? 

(c) have no misspellings? 

5. Do briefs filed by the appellate attorneys: 

(a) avoid bllnd citations (no supporting matedal)? 

(b) avoid run-on citations (listing many cases in 
support of a general position)? 

(c) use a consistent method of citation throughout? 

(d) use a method of citation which is used by the 
appellate courts in the state? 

(e) use the Harvard Citator as a reference? 

If yes: N a follow-up needed 

If not: Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A,n. aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 
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Yes No 
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6. Do briefs filed by the appeJlate attorneys: 

7. 

8. 

9. 

(a) have an orientation statement which either: 
aids the court in understanding the 
discussion that follows, 
states the legal issues involved, 
previews the conclusion the brief will 
reach after discussion? 

(b) have a complete and accurate statement of 
facts? 

Do the briefs filed by the appellate attorneys refer 
to legal authority, including~ 

(a) federal case authority? 

(b) state statutes? 

(c) previous cases? 

If yes: 

If not: -

No follow-up needed 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 

Do legal authorities referred to appear to support 
the case made in the brief? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No foHow-up needed 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 

Do briefs fikd by the appellate staff contain 
non-case reference materials; such as: 

(a) law review articles and notes? 

(b) treatises? 

(c) scientific works? 
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Yes No 

(d) legal encyck)pcdia? 

(e) official studies and reports') 

If yes: 

If not: 

Do they enhance the l\rgUI'fH~nt? 

{)oes this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this probl(~rn? 
Why does the probler)') exist? 
Is the A.n. aware of the problE-lIl? 
What steps are being taken t() !'("solvI' 
the problem? 

10. Do the briefs address any conflict of authodty in ;l 

manner which supports the case presented? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up need(~d 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 

11. Do the briefs handle the situation in which 
persuasive authority is lacking or unsatisfactor'y in a 
manner which supports the case? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 

12. Do the briefs have a reasoning and a discussion of 
the facts which is generally persuasive? 

If yes~ 

If not~ 

No follow-up needed 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.I). aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 
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11. 

14. 

15. 

Has the appellate staff read the former decisions of 
the appellate judges within your jurisdiction? 

H i:e~! 
If not: --

In what ways does it influence their work? 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 

Does the appellate staff know what legal approaches 
wiH influence the appellate judges? 

If not: -

What are they? 
Is this helpful to the office? 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for the 
fiUng of reply briefs? 

If not: 

What do they cover? 
Are th(~y followed? 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of th{s problem? 
Why does the pmblem exist? 
Is the A.D. awart'.: of the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 

16. Are the reply briefs that are filed limited to 
responding to issues raised by the prosecutor not 
previously identified or adequately argued in the 
brief-In-chief (i.e., no new issues)? . 

If yes: 

If not: 

N() follOW-lip needed 

Does this cause a problem? 
What is the magnitude of this problem? 
Why does the problem exist? 
Is the A.D. aware ()f the problem? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problem? 
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Relevant policies/procedures ('In: 

issues conference, 
screening and reviews b('fOrt' filing, 
Filing reply brief 
Briefs 
Reply briefs 

STATISTICAL I.>ATA TCo,) c.;l\THER ANI) ASSE!'iS 
,,~,,~ __ "\~_"",.""""""""_,",_-.~.","_""'';-'''~',, ... ,, "_''''''_~~~-o''''_'';'''''~'.!.'''''''.''.,," 

% cases reworked following screening dnd revi('w 
% incorning cases for which briefs are filed 
% incoming cases for which Anders brief is writtC"n 
No. of reply briefs fil(~d --~--
% reply briefs filed 

Procedures should be adopted for providing an "issues (:onferencp" 
between the attorney handling the case and some other trlt"'mb('I'S of 
the staff in which the issues raised in the cnSf! nrc appropridte1y 
discussed prior to the actual commencement of the writing of the 
brief in the case. You should adopt procedures for reviewing and 
screening the briefs that are filed by your office, which should 
include the careful review of the brief and record by at least onC' 
member of the staff other than the person who wrote the brief prior 
to the completion of the final draft of the brief. In offices of more 
than five attorneys, supervisory staff should be designated for this 
purpose. 

1\11 of the briefs which your office files should conform to the court 
rules of your jurisdiction. All l1f your briefs should have il 

professional, neat appearance without typographical errors or 
misspellings, and be generally comparable in appearance to the 
briefs filed by the best law firms in your state. The briefs should 
have a consistent method of citation, consistent with that used by 
the appellate courts in your state or circuit. Where n() consistency 
is found in the appellate courts, the appellate defender should follow 
the prescribed for m of citations. You should avoid the "blindll 

citation of cases--dtation without discussion of the facts 01' 

reasonig of the case--and run-on citations listing many cases in 
support of one general or vague proposition. 

All of the briefs you file should make appropriate use of lcgil.l 
authority, and be of the highest profeSSional quality. Briefs filed by 
your office should utilize federal case authority and authority frnm 
other jurisdictions in supplJrt of positions for which no local 
authority exists or when local authority is contrary to the weight of 
recent decisions from other jurisdictions. These briefs should 
include non-case reference materials, such as law reviews, treatises, 
scientific works, and, where appropriate, legal encyclopedia. 
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A procedure should be adopted for the fillng of reply briefs. These 
briefs should be limited to responding to issues raised by the 
prosecution, not theretofore identified or adequately argued in the 
brief-in-chief. In a reply brief, new materials should not generally 
be raised for the first time. 

TOPIC: ORAL ARGUMENT 

QUESTION: Are oral arguments being used effectively? 

Yes No 

1. 

2. 

Do written office policies/standards exist for 
determining when a waiver of oral augument is 
appropriate? 

If not: 

Are these related to court concerns? 
Are they appropriate for good 
representation? 

Is this a court which encourages oral 
arguments? 
How is the decision made whether to 
have an oral argument? 

Do cases for which an oral argument is waived 
adhere to office policies/procedures for waivers? 

If not: 

No follow-up is needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have any steps heen taken to resolve 
these problems? 

3. Is the appellate court not involved in (i.e. apply 
pressure) the office's decision regardhg whether to 
request an oral argument in a particular case? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up is needed 

What is the nature of the role? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Have any steps been taken to resolve 
these problems? 
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4. Do written office policies/procC'dlJres exist which 
assist attorneys with tht" deveh)pll1f'llt <lilt! 
presentation of ~)ral argurnents? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Do they indude the USE' l1f moot cow't 
arguments? Videot,1pe? 
Are th(~ procedures !:ill ffidc'nt to enSlll"p 
good nr,.).l argtltnent? 
Are th<.~ pr()ct~clures IIsNl routirwly? 
Are the prl)(~edures used frt'qw'rHly? 

What is the n~l tum of the rolt"? 
What problems does this eU<ls(>? 
Is the .A.,D, aware of the problems? 
Have any steps been tal<en t~) t'(~solVt~ till' 
problern~i? 

5, 1)0 written office policies/procedures exist fnl' 
getting feedback on an attom<>y's presentathm 
following oral argument? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Are they sufficient to en"iure a good 
cd tique? 
Are they ust:d fCllItinely? 
Are they used frequently? 

What is the nature of the role? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.,I), aware of the problems? 
Have any steps been taken to resolve the 
problems? 

6. Do all appellate attorneys present oral arguments'? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

How was the decision made? 
What is the nature of the role? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A,n, aware of the problems? 
Have any steps been taken to resolve the 
problems? 

7. Does the oral argumer'lt: 

(a) highlight the most important issues? 

(b) present issues succinctly? 

(c) present issues persuasively? 
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Ye'5 No 

8. Do appellate defenders present an oral argument for 
all cases in which the prosecution has decided to 
make such a presentation? 

If not: -
No follow-up needed 

What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.n, aware of these problems? 
Have any steps been taken to resolve 
these prOblems? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

PoHcies/procedures on: waivers of oral argument, training in 
oral presentation, review of oral presentation 
Court policy re: oral argument and waivers 
Observation of oral argument 
Reasons for waiving oral argument 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

% briefs filed for which oral argument is requested 
% briefs filed with oral request which are turned down by court 
% briefs filed which argued orally 
No. cases prosecutor presented orally which appellate attorney 
did not argue orally 

Suggestions on Oral Argurnent Standards 

In jurisdictions which allow or encourage waiver of oral argument on 
appeal, the appellate defender should have written standards for 
determining when such waiver is appropriate or requested. All 
attorneys who are going to provide oral argument before an 
appellate court should have adequately prepared their argument. 
Your office should adopt procedures for assisting attorneys with the 
development and presentation of oral argument, including the use of 
"moot court" arguments and video tape. The oral argument should 
highlight the most important issues, present the issues succinctly, as 
well as presenting the issues in a persuasive manner. 



TOPIC: ANDERS CASES 

QUESTION: Are Anders briefs filed when appropriate? 

Yes No 

1. Do written office pollcles/prodecures exist h)r 
determining how the office will handle cases which 
fall under the criteria of Anders v. California, 386 
U.S. 738 (1967)? ~---'"-"-,, 

If yes: 

If not: 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they used by staff? 
Do they present any problems for the 
staff? 
Do they present any problems for the 
court? 
00 they present any problems for the 
clients? 
Are the procedures adequate? 

Why not? 
Any substitute? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

2. Is the court aware of these policies/procedures? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Do they agree with them? 

Why not? 
Any substitute? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.f). aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve these 
problems? 

3. 00 written office policies/procedures exist for 
communicating to clients the decision to file an 
Anders brief? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Are they adequate? 

Why not? 
Any substitutions? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve these 
problems? 
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4. 

5. 

Do written standards exist for determining what 
cases have "no arguable merit!!? 

If not: 

Do they include cases which are 
genuinely frivolous? 
Do they (wrongly) include cases which 
simply will not prevail upon appeal? 
Has the local court played a role in their 
development? 
Are their standards difficult to follow? 

What criteria are used? 
Are they consistently applied? 
Are they adequate? 

Do office policies/procedures regarding the filing of 
an Anders brief match court rules/ policies? 

No follow-up is needed 

Why not? 
Any substitutes? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of these problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

6. Is it office policy that Anders briefs shall never be 
filed? 

7. 

If not: 

Were representatives of the appellate 
court consulted when the decision was 
made? 
Were representatives of the prosecution 
consulted? 
Does it affect the reputation with the 
client community? 

No follow-up is needed 

Are Anders briefs forbidden in cases in which the 
death penalty or life imprisonment has been imposed? 

If not: Are you satisfied that given the 
magnitude of the sentence the defendant 
is afforded complete and effective 
appellate representation? 
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Yes No 

8. Is appellate attorney discretion available in deciding 
to file an Anders brief? 

If not: 

What is the nai:Jre of the disct'etion? 
What is the magnitude of the disC'n:~tion? 
Is there any review of the disct'(>tion(1ry 
decision? 

Why not? 
Any substitute? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

9. Do written office policles/procedun~s exist for 
internal review of all cases in which an attorney 
decides that an Anders brief will be filed? 

If not: 

Does it include review by another 
member of the legal staff? 

Why not? 
Any substItutes? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve these 
problems? 

10. For each case in which an Anders brief will be flIed; 

(a) is the client notified prior to the filing? 

(b) is the client given an opportunity to withdraw 
the request for the appointment of counsel? 

(c) is the client given an opportunity to withdraw 
the appeal? 

(d) is advice given to the client on alternative 
course of action? 

(e) is the client given the opportunity to raise 
individual issues and present them to the 
appellate court in an appropriate manner? 

(f) is a copy of the Anders brief sent to the client? 

(g) is a copy of the court transcript sent to the 
cLient? 
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Yes No 

11. Are clients for whom an Anders brief w111 be filed: 

12. 

(a) assisted in responding to the br lei? 

(b) assisted in contacting another agency or 
lawyer for assistance? 

Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
internal review of all cases in which the appellate 
court has rejected an Anders brief? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Is the attorney handling the case 
consulted? 
Are the merits of the case reviewed? 
Is the adequacy of the office procedure 
for screening the cases discussed? 
Is the possibility of not continuing 
representation considered? 

Why not? 
Any substitute? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve these 
problems? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Policies/procedures on: 
filing Anders briefs, 
review of Anders briefs, 
review of court-rejected Anders briefs 
Case files (with Anders briefs) 
Court rules for Anders brief 
Anders briefs 
Court rules for "no arguable issues" 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

No. Anders briefs filed 
% Anders briefs 
No. motions to dismiss (where defendant no longer wishes to 
pursue appeal) 
% Anders briefs filed for incarcerated and non-incarcerated 
clients 
No. Anders briefs filed in cases receiving death penalty 
No. Anders briefs filed in cases receiving life imprisonment 
No. additional pleadings filed by clients 
No. and % Anders briefs denied by court 

Use questions 3-13 under Brief Preparation section to review merits 
of brief. 
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Suggestions on Anders Cases 

Precedures should be developed for determining how the office 
should handle cases which fall under the criteria of Anders vs. 
California, 386 U.S. 738 (1967), Clnd how such decision should 'E'C" 
communicated to the courts and the client. You should adopt an 
extremely strict standard in determining what cases have "no 
arguable merit." Such cases should be genuinely frivolous, and Iwt 
simply cases which the appellate defender believes will not prevail 
on appeal. Your office may determine that Anders briefs should 
never be filed, but such decision should be made only after" 
consideration of the ramifications of such decision, and consultation 
with representatives of the appellate court, and with 
representations of the prosecution. Appellate defenders should 
consider that filing merit briefs in every case may underrnine the 
credibility of the appellate defender with the appellate courts. On 
the other hand, appellate defenders should consider that the filing of 
Anders briefs may compromise the office's reputation within the 
client community. 

Anders briefs should not be filed in cases in which the death penalty 
or life imprisonment has been imposed. Your office should adopt an 
internal procedure for review of all cases in which it has b(>en 
decided by the attorney handling the case that an Anders brief wiH 
be filed. Such internal review should include, at a minimum, a 
plenary review of the case by another member of your legal staff. 
In offices of more than five attorneys, supervisory staff should be 
designated for this purpose. 

In each case in which a determination has been made that an Anders 
brief should be filed, the attorney should communicate this decision 
to the client prior to the filing of such brief, and shall give the 
client the opportunity to withdraw his request for the appointment 
of counselor to withdraw the appeal. Such option should be given in 
a non-coercive manner, with the attorney making clear that an 
Anders brief will be filed as an alternative. 

Clearly-articulated procedures should be adopted for dealing with 
clients who desire to raise individual issues in cases which the 
attorney believes to be without arguable merit. The procedures 
should be sufficient to ensure that the issue desired by the client is 
presented to the appellate court in an appropriate manner so as to 
receive the serious attention of the court. It is preferable to have 
counsel include the issue in the brief submitted, if at all possible. 

The attorney should send a copy of the Anders brief to the 
defendant with instructions for responding thereto, and may assist 
the defendant in responding to the Anders brief or in contacting 
another agency or lawyer for such assistance. In any case in which 
the appellate court has rejected an Anders brief, the chief appellate 
attorney should review the handling of the case to determine 
whether the office procedure for screening the case was adequate, 
and whether it is appropriate for that attorney or the office to 
continue representation. 
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TOPIC: DISCRETIONARY APPEAL 

QUESTION: Does the office efficiently process discretionary 
appea.ls? 

Yes No 

1. Do written office policies/procedures exist for 
determirling how cases should be reviewed for 
discretionary appeal? 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they used by staff? 
00 they cause problems for staff? 
Do they cause problems for clients? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
probleMs? 

2. Do written standards (criteria) exist for determining 
whether a discretionary appeal should be taken to a 
state court? 

If not: 

Are they appropriate? 
Are they clear? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

3. Do written standards (criteria) exist for determining 
whether a discretionary appeal should be taken to 
federal court? 

1£ yes: 

If not: 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they used by staff? 
Do they cause problems for staff? 
Do they cause problems for clients? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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Yes No 

4. 

5. 

Do written standards exIst to seek appropriate relief 
in trial court following conviction? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Are they known by staff? 
Are they used by staff? 
Do they cause problems for staff? 
Do they cause problems for clients? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause'? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve thf' 
problems? 

Do WI itten policies/procedures exist for informing 
the client of the availability of discretionary review 
following an unsuccessful appeal? 

If not: -

Do they give the client a chance to ask 
for a review? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

6. Does the appellate attorney have the ultimate 
decision of whether a discretionary review will be 
pursued? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up is needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

7. Does the appellate attorney take cases to the 
federal court on discretionary review? 

No follow-up is needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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Yes No 

8. 

9. 

Do written policies/procedures exist fOl' internal 
office review of an attorney's decision not to pursue 
a case after an unsuccessful first appeaf?-

If not: j. . 

What does the review cover? Who does 
it involve? 
Is it cursory or substantive? 
Is it routine? 
Has it resulted in changed decisions? 

Is there any mechanism? 
Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
probl,ems? 

Does the office pursue discretionary appeals and 
other procedures with diligence? 

If xes: 

If not: 

No foHow-up is needed 

Why not? 
Is the amount of work required in the 
jurisdiction exorbitant? 
Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Office policies/procedures re: discretionary appeal 
OIfice standards for state appeal 
Office standards for federal appeal 
Office standards for trial court relief 
Court rules and opinions with standards for further review 
State statutes re: defender's ability to petition 

STATISTICAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

No. unsuccessful first appeals 
No. successful first appeals 
% successful to unsuccessful appeals 
No. clients asking for discretionary review 
% clients asking for discretionary review 
No. petitions filed for further review in state court 
No. petitions filed for further review in federal court 
% petitions filed following unsuccessful first appeal 
No. petitions granted by court to both sides 
No. petitions denied by court to both sides 
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No. writs of certiorari 

, .... 

No. habeas corp\,ls petitions filed in fedel'~il Cl"HJrt 

... ~",~ 

No. petitions for relief filed in trial court fl.'lllowing e\)Twk'ti()J1 
No. cases in which attorney decision not tt") nppe\11 is ,,\ltC'rt'd hv 
internal review ~,~. ' 
No. cases in which attorney decision to appeal is altered hy 
internal review 

Your office should have pn1cedures for determining hO\f·: (~~~.(i(,S 
should be reviewed and wtUlt standal'd should be applit>d wlw'!l 
deciding whether a discretionary appeal to either state or {('dt't'dl 
court should be taken. The appellate defend(~r should IHWP til ... 
authority to seek discretionary review in any state app{'l1att~ cOllrt~ 
consistent with the appellate defender's professional judgement. All 
discretionary appeals should be PlJrsu(~d, unless ('cview r{'vC'<lis .m 
affir rnative reason for not proceeding. When a dltmt ahsconds no 
new appeal should be taken, but any pending appeal should l.w 
completed, unless it appears that the escape would prejudice th(~ 
defendant in the case a new trial was granted. In all cases the court 
having jurisdiction over the case 'should be informNi of ttw 
defendant1s disappearance. In the event the attorney h3.mlling th~' 
case determines that such discretimH'lry review should not hE" 
pursued, the case should be reviewed by an attorney other than tlw 
one who initially presented the case. In offices of five or rnore 
attorneys, supervisory staff should be designated for this purpose. 

The appellate defender should have the discretion to seek review of 
any state court conviction in both the United States Supreme Court 
by writ of certiorari or appeal and in federal courts when such relief 
appears to be warranted in the attorney's best judgrnent. The 
appellate defender should have discretion to seek appropriate relief 
in trial courts following conviction. The unsuccessful pursuit of an 
appeal should not be a condition precedent to seeking relief in th(~ 
trial court. 

Following an unsuccessful first appeal, the defendant should be 
informed of the alternatives for discretionary review, and given the 
opportunity to articulate a desire to seek such review. In the event 
a competent client indicates that no further appeal should be 
pursued, no further action should be taken by the appellate 
defender. In the event the client desires to pursue a discretionary 
appeal or further discretionary review, the ultimate decision of 
whether slIch discretionary review should be pursued is the 
a ttorneyts, and not the client's. 

Every appellate defender in a state system should have the 
availability of review in the federal courts by habeas corpus. State 
appellate defenders should not be restricted to state courts. 
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TOPIC:. ~ELATIONS WITH THE. LEGAL COMMUNrrV 

()UE.STlON: Does the appellate office have good relations with 
the legal community? 

Yes No 

1. Has the appelJate defender and staff established a 
regular line of communIcation with judges on the 
appellate court? 

If yes: 

If not: , 

What is the mechanism? 
Is it routinized? 
How frequently is it used? 
What functions does it serve? 

Why not? 
What probl~~ms does it cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to r~solve 
the problems? 

2. Has the appellate defender and staff established a 
regular line of communication with the appellate 
court staff? 

If not: 

What is the mechanism? 
Is it routinized? 
How frequently is it used? 
What fUnctions does it serve? 

Why not7 
What problems does it cause? 
Does the A.I). knew the problems? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problems? 

3. Is the appellate office providing representation 
which is acceptable and appropriate to the court? 

If not: 

How do they know? 
Does the court have high expectations? 

Why not? 
What problems does it cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problems? 
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Yes No 

4. 

5. 

no written office polides/pr(l\:edw'es Ndst for lin' 
solution (1f G~'lurt~rel .. \ted t1titninistr'dtiv(' m:ltt;'e'(, 
which arise ~/n an em(>rg<mcy hast[\? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Are tlwv suc('('ssitll In ,\v'\idilll~, 
G~mfnH1tatinn with n,)Ul't staff? 

Why not? 
What prt1bl(>fr)s chws this ('alJs{~'~ 
OnE's th(''\,no know tilt:· prnhh'PI!'? 
What steps art~ be·ing takptl ttl I'P~;"b:L' 
the probh.'m~? 

Does the ~lpp€'llate offkt~ h,w\' a con Ii.!! ,UH I 
tht' ,1pl'"ll, 'I,' professional relation~,hip with 

prosecutm'? 

If not: 

Has it aided in the iiolving {)f !ntlllldi 
pn)blems? 

Why not? 
What prohk'fI}::; cines this (>lU~;P':' 
Does the A.I). know tlw prohh.'rm;i' 
What steps are being tal-am to rf'sl)1v,' 
the pl"oblerns? 

6. Does the appellate office work with trial attot'twys 
to identify issues which might be raised at trial 
which reflect new or developing legal trends? 

7. 

If not: 

Through what nwcha.nisrn'? 
Is it succ<:'ssfui? 

Why nGt? 
What problems doe<; this cause? 
Does th,::, A.D. know the problems? 
What steps <.m~ b(>!f))t, taken to resoiVf" 
the problems? 

Does the appellate office work with thr~ trial 
attorneys to identify issues whic~h mlAht be raised on 
appeal? 

If not: -

Through what mechanism'? 
Is it successful? 

Why not? 
What problems does this caus!:'? 
Does the A.n, know th(~ IX()bk'm<;? 
What steps an: being taken ';'1) rC!:i(!ivI' 
the problems? 
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Yes No 

8. 

9. 

Does the appellate office work to acquaint the bar 
with recent decisions which impact on the trial of 
cases? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Through what mechanism? 
Is it successful? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problems? 

Does the appellate office share the office's research 
facilities with attorneys who provide trial 
representation if needed materials are not available 
elsewhere? 

If not: -
Are they used frequently? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problems? 
Are adequate materials and office space 
available? 

l(). Does the appeUa te office know whether trial 
attorneys are referring potential clients to the 
office? 

If not: 

How is it known? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problems? 

11. Does the appellate office have on-going contact 
with the criminal defense bar in the jurisdiction? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Nature of the contact? 
Frequency of the contact? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problems? 

~-~. ---. 
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Yes No 

12. 

13. 

Does the uppellate offlce haVt~ on-going (,otltiH't 
with the prlvat<? bi.."l.r, generally, within tilt' 
jurisdiction? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Nature of contact? 
Frequency of c<:lI1tact'? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know th£;' prnblelns? 
What steps are being taken to t'f'''·m!vf' 
the problems'? 

Does the appellate office play an {ictivt'l role in the 
continuing education of the bar? 

If yes: 

If not: 

In what ways'? 
How frequently? 
Can it be improved? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to n;>,so!vl.' 
the problems? ' . 

14. Are the following facilities of the appellate office 
available to other public defenders and members of 
the private bar? 

(a) library; 

(b) brief bank; 

(c) other research tools. 

If not: 

Are they used? 
By whom? 
How frequently? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps are being taken to resolve 
the problems? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Staff membership and participation in bar committees 
Appointment calendars-chief and staff 
Office policies/procedures re: resolution of emergency court 
matters 
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Suggestions on.Eelations with the Legal Communitx 

The appellate defender and your staff should establish regular lines 
of communication with judges on the appellate court to determine 
whether your office is providing representation in a manner 
acceptable and appropriate to the court. The appellate defender 
should establish procedures for the disposition of administrative 
matters which arise on an emergency basis, and to avoid 
confrontations with court staff. 

The appellate defender should establish cordial, and professional, 
relationships with the appellate prosecutor so that mutual problems 
can be solved administratively or with a concerted effort. 

The appellate defender should cooperate and work with attorneys 
who provide trial representation to: 

1. Identify issues which might be raised at trial which 
reflect new or developing legal trends. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Properly preserve at trial issues .which might be raised on 
appeal. 

Acquaint the trial bar with recent decisions which impact 
on the trial of cases. 

Share the appellate defender research facilities if such 
materials are not available elsewhere and the appellate 
defender has adequate materials and office space • 

The appellate defender should have on-going contact with the 
criminal defense bar in the jurisdiction, as well as contact with the 
private bar generally within the jurisdiction. The appellate defender 
should also take an active role in the continuing legal education of 
the entire bar, and should work actively with the providers of 
continuing legal education to ensure participation. 

Unless it w( -ld seriously disrupt the operation of your office, your 
library, brief bank, and research tools should be made available to 
other public defenders and members of the private bar • 

QUESTION: 

Yes No 

1. 

TOPIC: INTERNAL STRUCTURE 

Does the appellate defender office exhibit an 
internal office structure which supports good 
management? 

Does the appellate defender office have an 
organizational structure which permits efficient 
office operations? 
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Yes No 

2. 

No follow~up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
Are steps being tdken to rcs()\ve til(' 
problems? 

Does the appellate 
supervisory . structure 
representation? 

defender 
which 

office 
permits 

have H 
cffectiy(~ 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

3. Does a separate appellate unit or section exist if' dB 

office established to provide both trial and appel1ntf> 
work? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Does th1s suffice to ensure appropriate 
"ineffectiveness of counsel" appeals? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

4. In a mixed appellate/defense office, are all 
budgeting decisions made jointly by the chief 
defender and head of the appellate unit, with final 
responsibility accorded to the chief defender? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Does this work well? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

5. In a mixed appellate/defense office, are all staffing 
decisions made jointly by the chief defender and 
head of the appellate un1t1 with final responsibility 
accorded to the chief defender? 

If yes: Does this work well? 
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Yes No 

If not: - Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

f:1ACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Organizational chart 
Supervisory responsibilities (personnel manual) 

Suggestion!. on Internal Structure 

Your office should develop such procedures as are necessary to the 
appropriate opel"atlon of your office. The procedures should include 
the appointment of intermediate supervIsory staff, procedures for 
governing branch offices, and inclusion of such procedures in the 
office manual. 

In a mixed trial and appellate defender office, all budgeting and 
staffing decisions within your office should be done jointly by the 
chief defender and the head of the appellate unit, with the chief 
defender having ultimate responsibility for the overall bUdget of 
your agency. 

TOPIC: GENERAL PROCEDURES 

QUESTION: Does the appellate office have a good set of general 
office procedures? 

Yes No 

1. Does the appellate defender office have written 
policies/procedures governing: 

(a) hours of work? 

(b) hiring? 

(c) termination of employment? 

(d) disciplinary action? 

(e) gr ievances? 

(f) promotion? 

(g) compensation? 

(h) sick leave? 
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(i) vacations? 

0) staff meetings? 

(k) personal conduct? 

(1) personnel responsibilities (functions)? 

(m) filin~ procedul't'>s with COUl't? 

(n) internal filing procedures? 

(0) internal infor mation retrieval (e.g., briE'fs, 
opInIons, pleadings)? 

2. Do all staff members have a copy of Qffke 
policies/ procedures? 

If not: 

Are they known to all staff? 
Are they used by all staff? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps have been taken to resolve 
the problems? 

3. Does the appellate defender office have standard 
forms for the pedection and pursuit of appeals and 
proceedings? 

If yes: 

if not: 

Are they known to all staff? 
Are they used by all staff? 

Why not? 
What probl/ems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know th-e problems? 
What steps have been taken to resolve 
the problems? 

4. Is a formbook available to attorneys and secretarial 
personnel within the office? 

Is it well used? 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Does the A.D. know the problems? 
What steps have been taken to resolve 
the problems? 

Suggestions on General Procedure Standards 

Every app,tllate defender office should have written office 
procedures covering the internal operation of the office. The 
written procedures of your office should include hours of operation, 
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c;olnpensation policy, promotion pt'ocedures, vacation, sick leave, 
staff meetings and interaction, forms for legal documents, hiring 
.:md discharge proceedings and procedures, discipline procedures, 
grievances procedures, and all similar matters relating to the 
operation of your office. These written procedures should be 
provIded to 0.11 staff members, and they should be familiar with the 
pro(:edures which are set forth. 

Your office should have standard forms for the perfection and 
pursuit of appeals and for such other proceedings as are routinely 
taken in post-conviction or appellate cases. Such book forms should 
be available to aU attorney and secretarial personnel within your 
office and should be utilized, in the most appropriate manner 
possible~ TO increase the efficiency and productivity of your office. 

TOPIC: PERSONNEL 

QUESTION: Do standards exist for the selection of office 
personnel? 

Yes No 

Is selection of the chief defender in a "stand alone" 
office by an independent committee or board 
consisting of lawyers and non-lawyers? 

If not: 

What is the composition of the 
committee or board? 
What is the role in the selection process? 

What is the method of selection? 
Is it appropriate for the office? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is anyone aware of the problems 
(including the local bar)? 
Are steps being taken to handle the 
problems? 

2. Is the selection of the chief defender in a "stand 
alone" office for a specified number of years? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What is the term? 
By what authority? 

How is term of office decided? 
Does this cause any problems? 
Is anyone (or group) aware of these 
problems? 
Att~ steps being taken to handle the 
problems? 
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3. Is the salary of the chief d,,">'feno{'!' in a "stand akm{~11 
office equal to or high(>r thi.m th..lt ,,:If th(' higfw~t 
paid attorney in the proset~utt'lr's l)ffkt~':; 

If yes: 

If nott 

No follow~llP needed 

H~)w is the salary t'stablished? 
What is the gap betwPlm deff:'ntiPI' and 
prosecutor salary? 
What 1s the rc-ason for the gap? 
Are st~~ps be ing taken to assur(~ ('quaU tv? 

4. Is the discharge of the chief defender in il "st;:md 
alone" office only for "cause shown"? 

If xes; 

If not: 

What is the discharge process? CriH~ria? 
Is the proces'l/criteria clelll"? In wt'iting? 
Is the process/criteria known? 
What causes can be used for discharge? 
What reasons have been used in tlw past'? 

What is the discharge process? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is anyone (or group) aware of the 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

5. Is the selection of the chief of the appellate unit in 
a "mixed" office by chief public defender? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What is the process? 

What is the method of selection? 
Is it appropriate for the office? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is anyone aware of the problems 
(including the local bar)? 
Are any steps being taken to handle the 
problems? 

6. Does the chief of the appellate unit in a "mixed" 
office serve at the pleasure of the chief public 
defender? 

11 yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Ho N is the term of office decided? 
Does this cause any problems? 
1s anyone (or group) aware of these 
problems? 
Are any steps being taken to handle the 
problems? 
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7. Is the salary of the chief of the appellate unit in a 
"mixed" office equal to or higher than that of the 
highest paid attorney providing appellate 
representation on behalf of the prosecution 1n the 
jurisdiction"? 

ll~~ 

If not: 

No follow-up necessary 

How is the salary established? 
What is the gap between defender and 
prosecutor salary? 
What is the reason for the gap? 
Are steps being taken to assure equality? 

8. Is the chief of the appellate unit or section in a 
"mixed" office retained when a new chief defender 
is selected? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

What is the authority? 
Wh.at is the rationale? 
Are politics involved? 

9. In a "mixed" office, are short-term transfers into 
the appellate unit, from the trial unit, discouraged? 

If yes: 

If not: 

By what means? 
Does it work? 

What problems does this cause? 
Is the A,D, (or any group) aware of these 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

In a "mixed" office, is recruitment and hiring for 
staff attorneys done jointly by the chief defender 
and the head of the appellate !Jnit? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Does it work well? 

What is the mechanism? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. (or any group) aware of these 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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Yes No 

11. 

12. 

In a "mixed" office, an~ shQrt-term transfprs ,,)ut ~'f 
the appellate office dise\."lllraAt·~J? ~.'.' ,'" 

If not: 

By what means? 
Does it wOt'k? 

What problems does this <.~alJs(,? 
Is the /\.1). (or ,my group) uware of th\$s(' 
problems'? 
Are steps being tai<{'n to t'csolv(' tlH~ 
problems? 

Is the legal staff recruited openly? 

If not; 

What is the mechanism? 
How were current staff made aware \~f 
the openings? 

What is the mechanism'? 
Does this mechanism satisfy tllO and Ii 11 
above? 
Is anyone (or grollp) ilware of the 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

13. Is every effort made to recruit qualified l;1ttorneys 
of both genders? 

If not; 

What is the mechanism? 
How were current staff made aware of 
the openings? 

What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. (or any group) aware of these 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

14. Is every effort made to recruit qualified attorneys 
of all racial/ethnic backgrounds? 

If not~ 

What is the mechanism? 
How were current staff made aware of 
the openIngs? 

What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. (or any group) aware of these 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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15. 

16. 

Are appointment5 to the staff made on an indefinite 
basis? 

lt~~s: 

If...!l~ 

N a follow-up needed 

What is the rnechanism? 
Docs this mechanism satisfy 1110 and If 11 
above'? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is anyone (or group) aware of the 
problems? 
Are step~ being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

An' staff salaries equal to or higher than the 
salaries of persons doing comparable work in the 
prosecutor's office? 

!f yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up necessary 

What is the mechanism? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is anyone (or group) aware of the 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

17. Is the discharge of the legal staff for "cause shown"? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up necessary 

What is the mechanism? 
What problems does it cause 
Is anyone (or group) aware of the 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

18. Does an appropriate mechanism exist to appeal a 
dismissal or disciplinary action? 

If yes: 

If not: 

Is it known by the staff? 
What is it? 

Why not? 
What is the mechanism? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is anyone (or group) aware of the 
problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problem? 

9.3 



Personnel Manual 
History of office (chi~f ~lppellat(' defel'ld('r) \,Wt'r Pl.\~,t 10 ),C-,ln' 
Personnel records of attorneys 
Office salary schedule 
Prosecutor salary schedule 
Personnel records-disc~hurges 
Advertisements for staff uttl1rneys (plac{' of ad, t\d.tur(' \\f ad) 
Observation of hiring rnech..l.nisrns disdplilliU'Y <1c,t'hm, 
tel' rn ina tlon 

STATISTICAL nATA TO GATHER AND ASSI!SS 
... ,; ~ '=<""'''_~_~'''''''''-,",''_.l'=''''-'·'''''' .. *.:+_. 

% male/female attorneys in office 
% ethnic/racial distribution of attorneys 
Changes in gender percentages over pust 10 y(~ars 
Changes in ethnic/racial proportions over past 10 YNlrs 
Racial composition of locale (and ethnic) 
Racial/ethnic composition of local law school 

Suggestions on Personnel Standar~ 

In "stand alone" appellate defender officest the chief appellutt~ 
defender should be selected on a basis of merit by an independent 
committee or board consisting of hoth lawyers and non-lawyers. 
The chief defender should be appolnted for a specific term of years, 
and his/her sa.I?,ry should be equal to that of the highest paid 
attorney in the prosecutor's office. During the chief defender's 
term he or she should not be disdld!'ged except fot' cause shown. 

In an office which provides represt~ntatl()n both at the trial and 
appel1ate levels, tile chief of the appellate section should be 
selected by, and serve at the pleasure of, the chief public defender. 
The salary of the chief of the appellate unit should be equal to that 
of the highest paid attorney providing appellate representation on 
behalf of the prosecution in your jurisdiction. The chief of the 
appellate unit should not be selected on the basis of political 
affiliation, and it should not be assumed that when a new chief 
defender takes office that the head of the appellate unit should be 
discharged. 

All members of the defender's office should be hired on the basis of 
merit after open recruitment and hiring that has been publicly 
advertised in an appropriate manner. Every effort should be made 
to recruit and hire qualified persons of both genders and diverse 
racial and ethnic backgrounds. All members of your staff should be 
indefinite appointments to the positions, and should continue to 
serve even when there is a new chief defender. 

The salaries of the staff of the state public defender should be equal 
to or higher than the salaries of persons doing comparable work in 
the prosecutor's office. Members of your staff should be discharged 
only for cause shown, and have an appropriate vehicle to appeal such 
dismissal or discipline to an approprhte independent agency. Such 
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IIcause" for dIscharge should include the failure to provide 
competent, effective, or timely representation in a significant 
number of cases. 

Recruitment and hiring in a mixed office should be done jointly by 
the chIef defender and the director of the appellate unit, so as to 
ensure that persons with a particularized interest or skill in 
appellate litigation are hired for that unit. Stability in the appellate 
defender unit should be encouraged, and short-term transfers of 
attorneys into the unit should be discouraged, although it ml~y be 
advantageous tl<> allow appellate attorneys to spend short periods of 
time in trial units. It is preferable to have the attorney who briefed 
the cases handle it subsquently, including oral argument. 

QUESTION: 

Yes No 

2. 

TOPIC: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

Does the appellate defender office record and 
review office procedures? 

Does the appellate defender gather and review 
information which is necessary for the day-to-day 
operation of the office? 

If not: 

What type 01 information is gathered? 
In what areas it Is helpful? 
Who is consulted? 

What alternative is used? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

Does the appellate defender gather and review 
information which is necessary for short-term (e.g., 
quarterly) needs of the office? 

If yes: 

If not: 

What type of information is gathered? 
In what areas is it helpful? 
Who is consulted? 

What alternative is used? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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3. Does the appellate defender gather and review 
information which is necessary for long-term (e.g., 
yearly) needs of the office? 

If not: 

What type of information is gathered? 
In what areas is it helpful? 
Who is consulted? 

What alternative is used? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

4-. Does the appellate defender always have accurate 
information on office caseload? 

5. 

If yes: 

If not: 

How is it collected? 

What alternative is used? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

Does the appellate defender always have accurate 
information on individual attorney wurkload? 

If yes: 

If not: 

How is it collected? 

What alternative is used? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

6. Does the appellate defender periodically review the 
manner in which data is gathered to determine the 
efficiency of the office? 

If not: 

How frequent is the review? 
How extensive is the review? 
Who is consulted? 

What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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Yes No 

7 . Does th,e appellate defender periodically review the 
manner in which data Is gathered to determine the 
efficiency of office procedures? 

If yes: 

If not: 

How frequent is the review? 
How extensive is the review? 
Who 1s consulted? 

What alternative is used? 
What problems does it cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

Suggestions on Information Management Standards 

The appellate defender should determine what types of information 
need to be gathered for the day-to-day operation of your office, for 
the long-term needs of your agency, and for cas~ tracking. By 
reviewing the information, you should determir,e wh,!!ther the 
information being gathered meets the needs of your office on a 
short-term and a long-term basis. The manner in which the data is 
collected should be reviewed to determine whether it is efficient or 
whether the efficiency can be improved through an enhanced 
management information system or through automation. Your 
office should adopt a weighted caseload system for all cases 
entering your· office to ensure a fair distribution of cases and 
accurate information on case loads •. 

TOPIC: F ACILtTIES 

QUESTION: Does the appellate defender office have facUities 
which promote professionalism? 

Yes No 

1. Is each attorney provided with an individual, 
fully-walled, private office in which to work? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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2. Do the following personnel have private space 
available for lnterview purposes when needed? 

(a) social workers? 

(b) investigators? 

(c) paralegals? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D •. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
probl.ems? 

3. Is the appellate defender office conveniently by the 
primary appellate court? 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

4. Is the appellate defender office accessible to their 
clients through public transportation? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

5. Does the location of the appellate defender office 
ensure: 

(a) the security of office personnel? 

(b) the security of the offices? 

(c) the security of the clients? 

If yes: No fol1ow-up needed 

If not: Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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Yes No 

7. Does adequate space exist in the appellate 
defender's office for a: 

(a) library? 

(b) law student(s) researcher? 

(c) paraprofessionaL staff? 

(d) waiting room? 

(e) conference room? 

(f) staff lounge area? 

If yes: No follo'w-up needed 

If not: - Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

8. Does the appellate defender's office have adequate: 

(a) heating? 

(b) air conditioning? 

(c) lighting? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Ma'!ps of ,!rea 
Observations of office 

Suggestions on Facilities Standards 

Each attorney should be provided with an individual, private, 
fully-walled office in which to work. Your investigator, social 
workers, and paralegal personnel should have available private 
office space in which they can interview persons. 
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The appellate defender office should generally not be located in a 
government office building or in the same building as the 
prosecutor. It should be amenable to client visits, and is convenient 
to the primary appellate court. The office should be located in a 
buildIng which has easy access to the public and which ensures the 
security of the office itself as well as that of office personnel. The 
office should also have the appearance of a professional law office, 
and not a government agency. The appellate defender and al1 staff 
should work towards minimizing the institutional appearance of the 
office and maximizing its professional appearance. 

Adequate space should be allocated in the appellate defender's 
office for a library, professional staff, waiting rooms, conference 
space, and lounge areas for staff. The office should also include 
adequate heating, air conditioning, and lighting to perform its 
equired duties. 

QUESTION: 

Yes No 

1. 

2. 

TOPIC: EQUIPMENT , 

Does the appellate office have the equipment to 
assure quality representation? 

Is the chief defender or administrator familiar with 
the typewriting equipment currently available on 
the market (including computerized systems with 
text-editing capabilities)? 

Is it appropriate for the office? 
Is it feasible for the office to rent/buy? 

If not: Why not? 

Ooes the appellate office use appropriate 
typewriting equipment? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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3. Does the appel1ate office have an adequate phone 
system? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems doe!' this cause? 
Is the A,D, aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems'? 

Does the appellate office use adequate duplicating 
equipment? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause'? 
Is the A.D, aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

5. Does the appellate office have appropriate dictating 
and transcribing equipment? 

If yes: 

If not! 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
Wnat problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

6. Does the appellate office use the dictating and 
transcribing equipment it has?-

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 

7. Does the appellate office have adequate 
investigation equipment including cameras and tape 
recorders? 

If yes: 

If not: 

No follow-up needed 

Why not? 
What problems does this cause? 
Is the A.D. aware of the problems? 
Are steps being taken to resolve the 
problems? 
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FACTUAL DATA TO GATHER AND ASSESS 

Observe equipment In use 

Suggestions on E'guipment Standards 

The chIef defender or administrator of your office should be 
generally familiar with the typewritine equipment which is available 
currently on the market, including computerized systems which have 
text-editing capabilities. Your office should use appropriate 
typewriting equipment for the nature of the work, including 
machines which have the capability of doing text-editing. 

Your office should have adequate duplicating equipment within the 
office, to perform the needs of the office, including where 
necessary, equipment to provide duplication of briefs for submission 
to the court. Appropriate dictating and transcription equipment 
should be used, and you should maintain compatible equipment to 
maximize the efficiency of the office. 
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STANDARDS FOR 

APPELLATE DEFENDER OFFICES 

AN APPELLATE DEFENDER OFFICE SHOULD PROVIDE HIGH
~~IL61IIY-L]GA~I~illEi\!.TA~II5B H~LbbrAPPROP~,0 TE PQ§J
CONVICTION MATTERS IN AN EFFICIENT AND COST-EFFECTIVE f[6ERgB:----------- . 

I. CRITERIA FOR ASSURING THE QUALITY- OF LEGAL 
REPRESENT ATION. 

A. Scl!ls::.U2!!J?.:L.!.h~_<;;~~!ef Defender ~and Alone'~~. 
De f <l.l1ger_Qt fi(;~§. 

1. The chief appellate defender shall be selected on the 
basis of merit by an independent committee or board 
<:onsistlng of both lawyers and non-lawyers. 

2. The chief defender'S primary qualifications shall be: 

a. The demonstrated commitment to the provision 
of quality defense representation for eligible 
persons charged with or convicted of criminal 
conduct; 

b. The demonstrated at"ility to properly administer 
a law office of similar size and responsibilities; 
and 

c. The demonstrated knowledge of the criminal law 
and the effective ability to provide actual 
representation. 

3. The chief defender shall be appointed for a specific 
term of years. 

4. The salary of the chief defender shall be equal to that 
of the highest paid attorney in the prosecutor's office. 

5. The chief defender shall not be selected on the basis 
of political affiliation, and candidates for such position 
shall not be requested to provide information regarding 
political affiliation. 

6. During the chief defender'S term he or she shall not 
be discharged except for cause shown. 

B. Selection of the Chief A ellate Defender in a mixed 
Trial Appellate Office 

1. In an office which provides representation both at the 
trial and appellate levels, a separate unit or section 
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should b{~ ('stublishNI tl' pn.wHie ap~wlldt(' n·prp~t'ntiltli'n. 

2. The chief of the ;:\pp(~l1atl.' unit t'lr s('cth~n ~h,\!l bf' :"I'h'~ t('d 
by, L:l.nd s('rve at the pleasure t1f; th(~ chid 
public defender. 

3. The chief of the office's appellate unit shJ,U IklVt' tht,> 
following qualifications: 

a. A demonstrated ability to administer the unit; 

b. The demonstrat(~d expertise in ,'ppt'!llate litigatIon, 
particularly in criminal cases; 

c. The demonstrated abllity t;:J prepare cffectiv(' 
written arguments and to edlt the briefs of 
other attorneys; and 

d •. '\ demonstrated ability to interact appropriately 
··,1!~Jh staff members, clients, and members of the 
public in general. 

4. The salary of the chief of the appellate unit shall be 
equal to that of the highest paid attorney providing 
appellate representation on behalf of the prosecution 
in that jurisdIction. 

5. The chief of the appellate unit shall not be selected 
on the basis of political affiliation, and it should not 
be assumed tha t when a new chief defender takes office 
that the head of the appellate unit should be changed. 

C. Selection of Legal Staff 

1. All members of the defender office shall be hired on the 
basis of merit after open recruitment and hiring that has 
been publicly advertised in appropriate manners. Every 
effort shall be made to recruit and hire qualified persons 
of both genders and diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds. 

2. The primary qualifications of staff attorneys in an 
appellate defender unit shall be: 

a. The desire and ability to provide quality 
representation to indigent persons on appeal in 
criminal cases as demonstrated by such prior 
activities as: 

i. Previous representation of criminal 
defendants; 

ii. Clinical or law school work in legal writing, 
appellate advocacy, or similar activities: 
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Hi. Clerkship or similar positions on appellate 
courts; and, 

b. The ability to interact in a tiJ'nely 1 professional, and 
appropriate manner with office staff, court 
personnel, and clients. 

3. It Is not to be assumed that an attorney whose primary 
pn,~violi5" experience is in the trial of cases is qualified to 
be an appellate defense counsel. Such persons shall 
independently demonstrate their ability to provide 
appellate l'{~prcsentation to eligible defendants. 

if. All members of the public defender staff shall hav!' 
indefinit(~ appointments to the positions, and shall 
continue to serve even when there is a new chief 
defender. 

5. The salarl(~$ of the staff of the state public defender shall 
be equal to or higher than the salaries of persons dOing 
comparable work in the prosecutor's office. 

6. Staff mernbet"s shall not be selected on the basis o.f 
poi1tical affiliation or be required to provide information 
regarding political affiliation. 

7. Members of the pubUc defender staff shall be discharged 
only for cause shown, and have an appropriate vehicle to 
appeal such dismissal or discipline to an appropriate 
independent agency. Such "cause" for discharge shall 
include the failure to provide competent, effective, or 
timely representation 1n a significant number of cases • 

D. Scope of Representati0o:' 

1. The appellate defender shall have a clearly-articulated 
policy of discussing the merits, strategy, {\nd 
ramifications of the proposed appeal with each r.lient 
prior to the perfection and completion thereof. Such 
policies shall include discussing any possible adverse 
consequences or strategiC problems when pursuing such 
appeal, even when there is an arguable issue to appeal. It 
is the obligation of the appellate counsel to provide the 
client with his/her best professional judgment as to 
whether the appeal should be pursued in view of the and 
stra tegic considerations. 

2. The appellate defender shall have a clearly-articulated 
policy regarding seeking the release of defendants on 
appellate bond which shall include the filing of 
appropriate motions seeking release pending appeal when 
the granting of such motion is reasonably possible. 

3. The appellate defender shall have a clearly-articulated 
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policy regarding th~~ filing of lIlotkms in tIl{> apfwU\l.t{, n~m't 
which should indude- providing dw dhmt with thl' tn~,~t 
complete and effective reprcs('ntu tion in tl1(' dPIH.'I1 .. H<' court 
through the appropriate motiN' pra(~tit'(~. 

If. The appellate defender muy provide rl'prCsentdtlnn in 
interlocutory (pre-judgenwnt) appeals, ~md shall I'lIUkf' tlw 
availability of ttl(~ Qffkt~ known to att()nwy~ pnwidtng 
representation to criminal defendants at trial. 

5. The appellate defendcr" shall b(~ assignNI app(;~i.\l!i t.,\I\<'1\ by 
the prosecution in the same rnann(!l' in which \tpPPi.ils .U'f' 

assigned when taken by tht' deft:'ndant. 

6. The appellate defend(.~r shaH h~we discn'tion to s('('k 
appropriate relief in trial courts following cOl\vieti('lll. 
The unsuccessful pursuit of a npp('al shmlld not be ,\ 
condition precedent tc> se(~ldng rdief in th(~ trial court. 

7. The appellate defender shall havc~ th(~ authority to !w<!i< 
discretionary review in any state appellate cC1urt, 
consistent with the appel1at(~ deftmder's profcssi':1nal 
judgment. 

8. The appellate defender shall have the discreth>n to .'1('('k 
review of any state court conviction in b<)th tile Unjt~!d 
States Suprerne Court by writ of certionlri or appeal mHJ 
in federal courts when such rellef appears to be w~l.rranted 
in the attorney's best judgment. 

9. The appellate defender shall have the dis(~retinn to as~,i!}t 
prison inmates and others sc<~killg rt'dr<!ss of institutional 
grivances, and shall IldVt.~ the disr:retion, where resources 
are available, to provide repesentation to such persons in 
appropriate litigation challenging the condition of slJch 
confinement. 

10. The appellate defender shall assist non-clients in seeking 
appropriate post~conviction remedies, including seeking 
counsel on appeal, obtaining the necessary forms for filirlg 
motions in state and federal courts, and explaining to 
prison inmates the law as it relates to the facts of each 
case. The appellate defender should take whatever steps 
are necessary to ensure that non-clients are provided 
appropriate representation either by the appellatE' 
defendet" or by other counsel, wher<.> such repre~cntation 
appears to be in the defendant's best interest and 
supported by arguable legal bases. 

11. The appellate defender shall file amicus. curiae briefs in 
state appellate courts when issues are raised In cases 
litigated by other counsel when such cases will have a 
significant impact on a large number of defender clients 
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(;!!lfl the briefs filed by counsel can be effectively 
augmented by such amicus briefs; in all other cases the 
app(!lIate defender sflalT'have the discretion to file ~mi.c:!:!§. 
briefs. 

f:t~"Itm.t!l&,,2.t!~~~,::,~~~lYJ~jionJ~£Qrr:: sen ta ti~Q> 

1. The appellate defende!" shall cooperate with the trial 
(:ourt5, uppellate court,>, trial pubU(; defemders i.ind 

private attnrncys tc, ensure that all appeals desired by 
criminal def(mdaots arc' timely pursued. The app('llate 
dl!i(mder should further din~ct1y t.lssist defendants in filing 
the necessary jurisdictional documents to perfect appeuls 
in a timely mi:ll\n\~r. 

2. The appellate defender shall cOopt~rate with trial courts, 
appellate COUtts, trial ddend€'rs, and private attorneys to 
ensure that no d(~fendant is without legul t'()presentatiun 
between trial and appeal, while awaiting the assignment 
of counsel by the court. Such cooperation might include 
the development of rules or procedures for ensuring that 
no hiatus in counsel exists, and working with the 
approprlatt> courts in developing procedun's such il~" to 
ensure continuity of representnion. 

3. The appellate defender should take all steps necessary to 
reduce the delays and time necessary for the processing 
of appeals which adversely affect the client. Such efforts 
include the development of appropr late appellate court 
rules which minimize the unnecesary procedures for 
pedection and prosecution of an appeal. 

4. Cases in which the defendant is incarcerated only on the 
basis of the conviction under appeal shall be handled in a 
priority manner. 

5. The public defender shall cooperate with the courts and 
court reporters to ensure the prompt completion of the 
appropriate record on appeal. The public defender shall 
not determine the merit of any case without the careful 
review of such records. 

F. Caseload 

1 In order to assure that effective representation is being 
provided by the appellate office and that adequate 
information is provided the funding source upon which to 
base an appropriate budget, it is essential that all 
appellate defender units develop caseload standards which 
accurately reflect the amount of casework which can be 
done by existing or comtemplated staff. 

2. The caseload for each particular jurisdiction sltould refer 
to national standards based on time records developed by 



, 
each individual l"lffice lhlsed upon tht' sp\'elfh" nattlrP ~'i 
the cases handled by timt unit. 

3. It is essential that accurate r('(~o'l'd~ bt.' kept h,t' d lwt'iud 
of time, to detl"rrnin<:1 ttw actual time IH'c('s!:Iit,\tNI by .\ 
wide variety of cases hi.md1ed by 1:ht~ appt"llatP di'h'ndt'!' 111 
each jurisdiction, including dc~\th pt"lrmlty (\lS('"I h'llgtltV 
or complex cases, cases which do n\,lt involv{' .\ in\ flldl 

appeal to the appell~lt(~ ('()urt, amI othN WPt'S t,r vilfw;i 
cases. 

4. The appellate defender- shall ::lave ~:learly .. nl'titlll,\h'd 
pOlicies to prevent th(~ office from eY;cel~ding its l\I'il'h'.ld 

standards. Such policies should be di~jcuss~~d in ddvdlWI' 
with the funding authority and the apPOinting nHlrt~, tll 
ensure no misunderstanding I't~garding tht~ obligdtimts lit 
the appellate defendor. Such (:aseload stand,anls ~md 
procedures sh0uld be reduced to wl'iting l'f.'ganling 
excessive caseload. 

G. Staffing 

1. In order to ensure quality represcnt~ltion and to 
adequately support requests for staffing and fundmg, ed.dl 
appellate unit shall develop staffing ratios related to th(' 
caseload and number of attorneys in the office, 

2. Prior to the creation of any appellatE' unit, or as $()on 

thereafter as possible, a clearly-articulated cascload 
standard staffing ratio and cas(~load weighting systPIn 
should be developed - and public:ly st~~ted .~ with WriHE'!) 
plans for alternative methods (,)f providing reprNlentation 
in the event those standards are exceeded. 

H. Case Weighting and Staffing ~atios 

1. An appellate defender office or d:vision shall annually 
complete twenty-two work-units for each full-time 
attorney or the equivalent. In jurisdictions which reqUire 
an abridgement of the testimony by the appcdlant, the 
annual workload shall be twenty (20) work~units. Th(' 
number of work-units shall be determined as folk)ws: 

a. A brief-In-chief or Anders brief filed in a case in which 
the court transcripts are-500 pages or less shall b(~ one 
work-unit, except as otherwise provided herein. 

b. In cases in which the defendant has not been sentenced 
to death. one additional work-unit shaH be added for each 
additional 500 pages of court transcript. 

c. In cases in which the defendant has ueen sentenced to 
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death, the preparation of the brief shaH constitute ten 
(10) \vork units and the procedures specified in 
subparagraphs f., g., n.} and i. shall canstitute ten times 
the work-units specified in those subparagraphs,. 

d. A brief involving only the validity of a gUilty plea or 
only the propriety of a sentence in \vhich there shall 
constitute one-half work unit. 

e. A case which is dosed by the appeHate unit \vith the 
submission of neither a brief nor post-conviction 
motico shaH constitute between one-quarter and one
half \"'ork-units, depending on the length l1f the 
record reviewed and work done on the case. 

f. .::... case which is dosed by the appellate unit after the 
dispostkm of a post-ccnviction motion or writ but 
\vitncut the submission of an appel!ate-court brief 
shall constituite between one-half and one work-unit 
depending on the length of the record revie\ved1 the 
nature of the PQst-conviction hearing. and whether a 
trial court brief was subrr:itted. 

g. A case in \I,;hkh an evidentiary post-conviction 
hearlI"lg is conducted by the appellate unit and in 
which an appellate court bnef is submitted shaH 
constitute bet\\'een one and one half to t\1.'O \\'ork
units. 

h. The preparation \)f a reply brief Of a petition for 
review Of certiorari in a state court shaH be to one
quarter work-units. ,; (:etiticn for a writ of certiorar! 
filed in the Supreme Court of the CnHee States shaH 
be ene-half work-unit. 

1. CHent Contact 

1. AU appellate defender dients shaH be personally 
intervie\ved by the attorr.ey who wiH actuaUy be handling 
the case. 

a. Each appellate defender unit shall aoopt written 
cffice policies which require each cHent to be seen 
by the attorney actuaHy prcvidmg representation in 
that case. Such policy shall include at least one 
visit, and such additional visits as are required by the 
particular facts and CIrcumstances of the case. 

b. Each appellate defender office shaH work cut, in 
advance, procedures \vith those correctional 
insitituticns \vhkh wHl be visited by appellate 
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defend(;'r staff to insure the l<.'d,f,t po~sibh' dC'l .. w and 
misunderstanding. 

c. The appellate defender shall wt)rk with institutional 
officials to ensure that each corr('ctiona.l inl'tituth)1l 
makes arrangements for a privat(~ intNVl('W t't)('Iln for 
attorney /client visits. An nttorney lihaU n~)t bt> 
expected to interview a client in a general visiting 
room, a roem divided by a screen or gltlsS pdrtithm, 
or a room in which a listening dcvic:(~ is in~tt:\lh:d. l\n 
attorney shall not be expected to interview a client 
while the client is wearing handcuffs, leg iroll5. or 
chains. The appellate defender should worl< with tlw 
department of corrections and the superint<mdants of 
each institution to ensure an advance understanding 
of the facilities needed for private interview spac{'. 

2. Mail Contact 

a. The appellate defender shall take all n(;'c(~ssary &t(~P5 
to ensure that the attorney/client privilege is 
protected in all correspondence to and from an 
incarcerated individual. The appellate defender shall 
work with the prison administration and the attornE'Y 
general in the state to ensure that the appropriate 
law in that jurisdiction is followed in relation to thE' 
opening and or censoring of attorney/client mail. 

b. The appellate defender shall inform his or her client 
of the status of the case at each step in the appellate 
process, shall explain any delays in the case, and shaH 
provide general information to every client regarding 
the process and procedures which will be taken in the 
matter, and the anticipated t.imeframe for such 
processing. 

c. The appellate defender shall provide the client with 
each substantive document filed in the case by both 
the prosecution and the defense. 

d. The appellate defender shall respond in a timely 
manner to all correspondence from clients, provided 
that the client correspondence is of a reasonable 
number and at a reasonable interval. 

3. Telephone contact. The appellate defender should inquire as to 
the possibility of gaining telephone contact with clients who 
are incarcerated when such a brief telephonic contact can 
further the cHent's interest. 
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1. Each appellate defender office should have a clearly
articulated procedure for contact with trial counsel which 
shttll include, at a minimum, notifying trial counsel that the 
appellate defender unit has been assigned to provide appellate 
representation to the defendant and should include such other 
general procedures as appear necessary within that 
jurisdiction. 

2 • .In any case in which appellate counsel argues that trial counsel 
provided ineffective representation, appellate counsel should 
give notice to the tr ial attorney of such asserted claim. 

3. Each office shall develop clearly-articulated internal 
procedures for screening cases in which claims of 
ineffectiveness are raised. 

4. Appellate defenders working in a mixed office which includes 
a trial representation unit should always be mindful of the 
potential conflict in providing representation to an individual 
representation to an individual repesented by that same office 
at trial. Attorneys should carefully consider claims of inef
fectiveness in every case, and immediately take action to 
remove the case from the public defender's office when such 
claim appears to be arguable. 

5. The appellate defender should encourage cooperation with 
trial counsel, including the trial attorney providing assistance 
on appeal, provided, however, that appellate counsel is pri
marily responsible for the handling of such a case. 

K. Training 

1. Training for attorneys. 

a. Each appellate defender office shall have an estab
lished training program for entry level attorneys 
which should be commenced prior to the attorney 
actually providing representation in any case. "On 
the job!! training, based upon what the attorney will 
learn from individual cases is not adequate. Such 
training shall involve both appellate defender staff, 
court personnel, and others. 

b. The appellate defender shall have ongoing continuing 
legal education programs for attorneys, and specially 
designed ongoing training for all members of the 
staff, including support staff and the most senior 
attorney. 

c. The appellate defender shall make use of national 
programs which are of particular relevance to appel
late defenders, and shall work with funding sources to 
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ensure funding fl,)t' bl)th in-stuN.' ,md out·,(lf .. staW 
continuing legal Nlllc .... .ltion pl'ogratn!i. 

2. The appellate defender office ~hl.\ll have training illr ':ill st<lH 
members that I:mter the (') ff ice , including s€'ert't<lri;JI pN's,m". 
Such training should include u background on th<' importarwe 
of the appellate defender and the relationship of HlP work 
each staff member to the ultimate goal of th(' oHkt' of 
providing quality and efficient representatilm. 

3. The appellate defender should takE:' an activl:' rnle ill tltl' 
continuing legal education of th(~ entire bar, and should work 
actively with the providers of <:ontinuing legdl education to 
ensure participation. 

4. The appellate defender shall co()pcratc and work with attOt',,· 
neys who provide trial representation to: 

a. Identify issues which might be raised at trial which 
reflect new or developing legal trends. 

b. Properly preserve at trial1ssues which might be raised 
on appeal; 

c. Acquaint the trial bar with recent decisions which hav(~ 
an impact on the trial cases; and 

d. Share the appellate defender research facilities if 
such materials are not available elsewhere and the 
appellate defender has adequate materials and office 
space. 

to Brief Preparation 

1. AU briefs filed by the appellate defender shall conform to the 
court rules of that jurisdiction. 

2. All briefs filed by the appellate defender should have a 
professional, neat appearance, without typographlal errors or 
misspellings, and be generally comparable In appearance to the 
br lefs filed by the best law firms in the state. 

3. All briefs filed by the appellate defender shall make appropri
ate use of legal authority, and be of the highest professional 
quality. 

4. Briefs filed by the appellate defender office shall utilize 
federal case authority from other jurisdictions in support of 
posi tlons for which no local authority exists or when local 
authority is contrary to the weight of recent decisions from 
other jurisdictions. 

5. Briefs filed by the appellate defender shall include non-case 
reference materials, such as law reviews, treatises, scientific 
works, and, where appropriate, legal encyclopedia. 
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6. Briefs filed by the appellate defender shall have a consistent 
method of Citation, consistent with that used by the appellate 
courts in the state or circuit. \Vhere no consistency 1s found in 
the appellate courts, the appellate defender should follow the 
proscribed form of citation used in the .Harvard Citator ... 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Appel1ate defenders should not use bllnd citations without 
supporting materials or run-on Citations, listing many case~ in 
support of one general or vague proposition. 

Each appellate ddender should adopt procedures for revV;wlng 
and screening the briefs that are filed by that oifice1 which 
should include the careful review of the brief and record by at 
least one member of the staff other than the person who wrote 
the brief prior t<} the completion of the final draft of the 
brief, 1n offices of more than five attorneys, supervisory staff 
shall be designated fr,r this purpose. 

E.ach appellate defender should adopt precedures for providing 
an lllssues conferenceJl between the attorney handling the case 
and some other members of the staff in which the issues raised 
in the case are appropriately discussed prior to the actudl 
commencement of the writing of the brief in the case. 

M. Oral Argument 

1. In jurisdictions which allow or encourage waiver of oral 
argument on appeal, the appellate defender shall have written 
standards for determining when such waiver is appropriate or 
requested • 

2. All attorneys who are going to provide oral argument before 
an appellate court have adequately prepared their argument. 
The office should adopt procedures for assisting attorneys with 
the development and presentation of oral argument, including 
the use of "moot court" arguments and video tape . 

3. The chief appellate defender shall make certain that each 
member of his or her staff understands the rudiments of 
appellate argument, including the fact that no oral argument 
is to be read. 

N. Discretionary Review 

1. Each office should have procedures for determining how cases 
should be reviewed and what standard should be applied When 
deciding whether a discretionary appeal to either state or 
federal court shOUld be taken. 

2. Review of each case for determining whether it is appropriate 
for discretionary review shall be based upon articulated 
standards, and in the event the attorney handling the case 
determines that such discretionary review shall not be 
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pursued, the case shall bt' 
revle\ved by anothet' attl;wnev l.)tl1('1' th~m till' \)m~ whn initi,l11v 
presented the cas(;,'. In \)fficc.s ()f five ~)l' mon' <.1tt~H·£H_:V~. -
supervisory staff shall be dt'signa ted fot' this purp~)st..> •. 

3. Following an unsu('cessful first appeal. th(\ deh'ndant sh~\ll lw 
informed of the alternatives fot' disct'("tionmy t'pvie\v, and 
given the opportunity t() ~\rtkulate do (j(·sin.' t(\ s{'el< ~lIch 
review. In the ('v(>-nt a competent client indjt\ltes that JH' 

further appeals shall be pursued, no furthN l\C'titll\ sll.lit Ill' 
taken by the appellate defender. In til(' ('vent till' dit'llt 
desires to pursue a discretionary ,lPIH'ill or fllltlwl' 
discretionary review, the ultimate decision of whet/H.'!' :awh 
discretionary review shall be pursll(~d is the .:.lttorney's, and IlIlt 

the client's. 

4. Every appellate defender in a state systc'rn shall have' tilt' 
availability of review In the federal courts by hnbEht'i corpu'i. 
State appellate defenders shall not be restrictt·d t() statp 
courts. 

5. When a defendant absconds during the pt~ndency of .:.m uppeal, 
no new appeals, or petitions should be filed on his/her behalf. 
Any pending appeal shall be completed, unless it appears that 
the fact that the defendant has escaped will prcjudkt~ the 
defendant at any new trial. Except when l(~arned through 
information governed by the attorney-client privileg<,, the 
appellate defender shall inform the court having jurisdiction 
over the case that the defendant has absconded. . 

O. Procedure for Anders Cases 

1. Each office shall have a procedure for determining how the 
office shall handle cases which fall under the criteria of 
Anders v. California, .386 U.S. 738 (1967), and how such 
decision should be communicated to the courts and the clients. 

2. An office may determine that Anders briefs shall never be 
filed, but such decision should be made only after 
consideration of the ramifications of such decision, and 
consultation with representatives of the appellate court, and 
with representatives of the prosecution. Appellate defenders 
should consider that filing merit briefs in every case may 
undermine the credibility of the appellate defender with the 
appellate courts. On the other hand, appellate defenders 
should consider that the filing of Anders briefs may 
compromise the office's reputation -wIthIn the client 
community. 

3. The appellate defender shall adopt an extremely strict 
standard in determining what cases have "no arguable merit." 
Such cases should be genuinely frivolous, and not simply cases 
which the appellate defender believes will not prevail on 
ap[)eal. 
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5. 

Anders briefs shall not be filed in cases in which the death 
penalty or !lie imprisonment has been imposed. 

The office shall adopt an internal procedure for review of all 
eases in which it has been decided by the attorney handling the 
case that a~ Anders brief will be filed. Such internal review 
shall include, at the minimum, a plenary review of the case by 
another member of the legal staff. In offices of more than 
five attorneYSt supervisory staff shall be designated for this 
purpose. 

6. In each case 1n which a determination has been made that an 
Anders brief shall be filed, the attorney shall communicate 
that decision to the client prior to the filing of such brief, and 
shall give the client the opportunity to withdraw his request 
for the appointment of counselor to withdraw the appeal. 
Such option should be given in a non-coercive manner, with the 
attorney making clear that an Anders brief will be filed as an 
alternative. 

7. The attorney shall send a copy of the Anders brief to the 
defendant with instructions for responding thereto, and may 
assist the defendant 1n responding to the Anders brief or in 
contacting another agency Of lawyer for such assistance. 

8. In any case in which the appellate court has rejected an 
Anders brief, the chief appellate attorney shall review the 
handling of the case, the merits of the case, and discuss the 
matter with the attorney handling the case to determine 
whether the office procedures for screening the case was 
adequate, and whether it is appropriate for that attorney or 
the office to continue representation. 

9 •. Each appellate defender office should adopt clearly
articulated procedures for dealing with clients who desire 
to raise individual issues in cases which the attorney believes 
to be without arguable merit. Such procedures should be 
sufficient to ensure that the issue desired by the client is 
presented to the appellate court in an appropriate manner so 
as to recleve the serious attention of the court. It is 
preferable to have counsel include the issue in the brief 
submitted, if at all possible. 

II. CRITERIA FOR ASSURING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE LEGAL 
REPRESENTATION 

A. Regular Office Procedures 

1. Every appellate defender office shall have written office 
procedures covering the internal operation of the office. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

These written procedures shall b(, providf>d to 1.111 ~.t,lft 
members. 

Staff members shall be familiat' with the Pl'l)c{'dut'e~ 
which are set forth in the written procedul't's. 

The office shall adhere to the w1'itt('11 procedures. 

The written procedures ot the office shall incllld(;~ hl.)tlrs of 
operation, compensaton policYt promotion pro('('dun:'$, 
vacation, sick leave, staff Ineetings and intera.ction, 
forms for legal documents, hiring and djschargt~ proceed·. 
lngs and procedures, diScipline procedures, grievwlcP5 
procedures, and all sitniliar matters relating to tlw 
operation of the office. 

6. Each appellate defender office shall have standard forms 
for the perfection and pursuit of appeals and for such 
other proceedings as are routinely taken in p()st~convic
tion or appellate cases. Such form books shaH be avail .. 
able to all attorney and secretarial personnel within the 
office and shall be utilized, in the most appropriate 
manner possible, to increase the efficiency and produc
tivity of the office. 

8. T\·1anagement Information Systems 

1. The appellate defender shall determine what types of 
information needs to be gathered for the day-to-day 
operation of the office, for the long term needs of the 
agency, and for case tracking. 

2. The office shall determine whether the information being 
gathered meets the needs of the office. 

3. The office shall review the manner in which the data is 
collected to determine whether it is effic;ient or whether 
the efficiency can be improved through an enhanced 
management system or through automation, 

4. The office shall adopt a weighted caseload system for all 
cases entering the office to ensure a fair distribution of 
cases and accurate infornlatlon on caseloads. 
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1. Each app{~lIate defender shall develop a procedure for the 
a.ssignment of cases to the lawyers within the office. 
Such procedures may include either assignment at the 
time that case is assigned to the office ~ when the 
complete tr lal record and transcripts have been received. 

2. When cases are not assigned to a specific attorney until 
the record is received, the appe1!ate defender shall im
mediately inform the client of this fact and ensure that 
the client has a person within the office to contact prior 
to the receipt of the court record. 

3. Cases shall not be reassigned to another attorney within 
the office unless; 

a. 

b. 

c. 

The first attorney leaves the defender office 
permanently or for a significant period of time. 

The first attorney's workload is such to deny 
the client prompt ha'ldllng of the case; or 

The chief defender determines there to be an 
irreconcilable conflict between the first attor
ney and the client which prevents a normal 
attorney/client relationship and the client has 
not previouisly requested a change of counsel. 

4. Attorneys who transfer from the appellate division of 
defender office to another division shall retain all appel
late cases in which he/she has already interviewed the 
defendant or read the trial transcript. 

5. Clients may request a specific attorney within the 
appellate defender office to handle hiS/her case, and the 
chief appellate defender shall consider such request, but 
the assignment of the case is within the discretion of the 
chief defender based upon the following factors: 

a. The attorney's workload and schedule; 

b. The attorney's ability to provide prompt and 
high quality representation in that specific 
case; and 

c. The attorney's and the office's previous contact 
with the clIent. 
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6. The appclla te def~ndN shall ack'pt pr0c('dul'('s fm' IIWIl i, 
taring the flow and IlI~W('ml'f't of cas('s to dptf'rmirw. 

a. Any inapporpriat(' del .. tys, in individual t\l!it"S; 

b. Any attorneys who at'(' not handling eases in • .HI 

appropriate timeirarne; 

c. Any systematic delays which can b{' idl'lltifit'd 
and correctec;; and 

d. ASSignment of cases and anticipating futun' 
caseloads. 

Such monitoring shall OCCllr on a monthly basis and shall 
be the responsibility of a specific. supervisory attol'nt'y 
designa tee: by the chief defender. 

D. Internal Structure of the AppellLlte DcfC:Dsler,QfiiS£ 

1. In a mixed trial and appellate defender office. 

a. Recruitment and hiring in a mixed office shall 
be done jOintly by the chief defender and the 
director of the appellate unit, so as to ensure 
that persons with a particularized interest or 
skill in appellate litigation are hired for that 
unit. 

b. Stabili ty in the appellate defender unit should 
be encouraged, and short~term transfers of 
attorneys into the appellate unit should be 
discouraged, although it may be advantageous 
to allow appellate unit should be discouraged, 
although it may be advantageous to allow 
appellate attorneys to spend short periods of 
time in trial units. It is preferable to have the 
attorney who briefed the cases handle it 
subsequently, including oral argument. 

c. All budgeting and staffing decisions within a 
public defender office shall be done jointly by 
the chief defender and the head of the 
appellate unit~ with the cheif defender having 
ultimate responsibility for the overall budget of 
the agency. 

2. In stand-alone appellate defender offices, the appellate 
defender should develop such procedures as are necessary 
to the appropriate operation of the office, including the 
appointment of intermediate supervisory staff, pro
cedures for governing branch ~ ';:fices, and inclusion of 
such procedures in the office manual • 
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g!"ErEced.l:![es for Handling Conflict of Interest Cases 

1. E.ach oifice shall have u written definition of situations 
which constitute a conflict of interest, requiring the 
assignment of outside counsel. Those situations shall 
include: 

a. When the appellate defender is appointed 
provide representation to co-defendants, absent 
extraordinary circumstances warranting joint 
representation and the consent of all clients 
involved. 

b. When the defendant was represented by the 
uial division of that same defeneder agency 
nnd it is assert by the client or appears 
arguable to the appellate attorney that trial 
counsel provided ineffective representation; 

c. 

d. 

e. 

When two or more clients have entered pleas of 
guilty or have advanced defenses at trial which 
were not inconsistent, but assert for the first 
time after conviction that one or more of the 
clients were more cUlpable than others; 

When it is necessary for the appellate attorney 
to interview or examine in a post-conviction 
evidentiary hearing another client of that 
office in an effort to substantiate information 
provided by the first client; or 

When, in the pursuit of an appeal or post
conviction hearing it is necessary to assert for 
the first time that another cllent of the office 
committed perjury at trial. 

2. If a conflict of interest exists, it exists for the entire 
office, and assIgning the case to another attorney within 
that entire agency will not cure the conflict. 

3. As soon as a case is identified as meeting the definition of 
"conflict of interest case" the case shall be immediately 
identified and assigned to counsel outside the defender 
office. The office shall adopt a procedure for ensuring a 
prompt review of each case to make a timely decision as 
to whether a conflict of interest is probable. 

4. The procedure followed by the office shall be adequate to 
obtain independent counsel in a timely manner. 
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1. Each office sh .. lll hav(.' \\Titten stulldards hl!' l'hgibiHty h'l' 
persons applying for ttw s('rvic('s ,,'If tlw ,\PP\'lI\lh' 
defender. It is uSSUIll<."(1 thdt defC'ntiants \vtH,) \\'('t'l' fnUlld 
to be indigent at thE' time (.)f tn;.tl und \vhn havt' hp~'/l 
sentenced to a correctional institution remain imligvllt. 

2. The standards should generally rei1c'ct the illdl vHilMI 's 
ability to retain counsel in the private markpt glVt'll till' 
individual's other financial ()bligations~ dlHl not ht' 
artificially ge~lred to a lev('l (')f incollH' or il!i~ph IlI't 
related to the cost of obtaining adequate n·l,f'(·~.t'tlt~itinil 
privately. 

3. The eligibility standards shall be' C'stablished III ~jlwh d 

manner that the defendant's eligibility can bt' easily 
determined on an application, affiduvit, or similar instnl,· 
ment. 

4. The office shall adopt procedures for assisting Ilt~rson~, 
who are found to be not (~ligible und(>r such sti.ult!ards, 
including obtaining retained counsel and, if appropriate, 
seeklng review of the eligibility deCision either by a court 
or appellate court. 

G. Facilities 

1. Office space 

a. Area for staff. Generally 150 sq. ft. should be 
allocated for each full-time or equivi.llent staff 
member. 

b. Privacy. Each attorney should be provided im 
individual, private, fully walled office in which 
to work; investigators, social workers, and 
paralegal personnel have available private 
office space in which they can interview 
persons. 

c. L The appellate defender office should 
generally not be located in a government office 
building or in the same building as the 
prosecutor, but should be .located in an area 
which is access able to public transportation, is 
amenable to client visits, and is convenient to 
the primary appellate court. 

ii. The appellate defender should be located in 
a building which has easy access to the 
public and which ensures the security of 
office personnel. 
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Library 

iii. The appellate defender office should have 
the appearance of a professional law office, and 
not a government agency. The appellate 
defender and all staff should work towards 
minimizing the institutkmal appearance of the 
office and maximizing its professional 
appearance. 

iv. Adequate space should b(' allocated in the 
appellate defender's office for library, waiting 
rooms, conference space, dnd lounge areas for 
staff. 

v. The appellate defender office should have 
adequate heating, air conditioning, and lighting 
to perform its required duties. 

a. Where such materials are published, each 
attorney in the appellnte defender office shall 
be provided: 

i. One complete set of ~!'~ate statutes and 
court rules; 

ii. One set of statutes annotated, cover ing 
those statutes and rules governing criminal 
and appellate law and procedures; 

iii. Those sections of the state digest and/or 
prosecutors in the jurisdiction; and 

iv. A directury of all attorneys, judges, and 
prosecutors in the juriscitionj and 

v. A dictionary. 

b. At a minimum, each appellate defender shall 
have an in-house library with at least the 
following material: 

i. A complete set of: 

1) United Stdtes Supreme Court decisions; 
2) All published state appellate court 

decisions; 
3) Federal Reporter, Second Series; 
4) State Statutes Annotated; 
5) State Digest; 
6) State legal encyclopedia; 
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7) Law f(~vil'W5 pubhslwd m th~' ~t.!h'; 
~) EittWf ;\m. Jut'. l'r (·.:1.~.: 
9) F\lttt,t'li' (:dm ill,\1 Jury u:l!>tnw tH)n~\ 

fat' thl' 5tdtl'~ 
1 0) F{~dl't",d 11igl.'5t; 
11) State~tl('p,:\t:~js"l~it,~tioll~; ,md 
12) Cun'('nt A.f\.A. Stand,tni~i tor ('I illlin.d 

Justk{\l ,lOd 
13) Curr<'nt prison, pih'IJh'; ,md ptllhati"l1 

t'l'gul.ltinl)s for tll,!t J\lri~ldhtlOlI. 

ii. One set of .111 publisllt.'d ~,t.lt(' apppllatl' ! nmt 
decisions since 1960 ilw ('VNY tt'll .1ttUt'llt'V' •• 

iii. Currcnt~!j~IJr}aJ La,\}~, R~\pllrt(,l,. 

i v. Legal nictionury 

v. One standard treatise on: 

1) crirninul substuntiv(' lo.w; 
2) Grimin~ll proceduw; and 
.3) criminal evidence. 

c. Priority should be given to expanding the luw library 
beyond this minimum (~ollcction. 

d. Each appellate defender shall identify tho5C complete 
law libraries convenient to its offices which contain 
regional and state reporters, Federal Supplement, all 
major law reviews, and such standard refer('Hces as 
A.L.R. and Words and Phrases. The appellate 
defender shall endeavor to workOut procedures fot' 
the staff to use such materials during worl<ing and 
non-working hours and, where appropriate, to 
withdraw materials from the library • 

.3. Other Research Aids 

a. Briefbank 

i. Each appellate defender office shall have an 
index of briefs such as will allow other staff 
members and other researchers to have access 
to briefs completed by the office. 

iI. Each office shall have a procedure for requiring 
the cataloging of briefs done by the office. 

Hi. Each office shall have a procedure for requiring 
the catalogIng of motions/research done by the 
office. 

b. Automatp.d Research Devices 
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i. 

ii. 

Where funds are available, each appellate 
defender should determine the feasibility of 
using automated research equipment to do legal 
I·esearch. 

The automated equipment should be put in a 
location that is accessable to all staff 
members, but disrupts the research of other 
staff members as little as possible. 

iii. The office should develop procedures to ensure 
the utilization of the automated equipment by 
staff members. 

iv. The office should monitor the cost efficiency of 
all automated equipment within the office to 
determine whether it is sufficient for the 
office's purpose. 

c. Unless it would seriollsly disrupt the operation (."If 
defender office, the appellate defender should make 
its library ~ brief bank, and research tools available ti.."l 
other public defenders and members of the pnvdte 
bar. 

4. Word processing Equipment 

a. Typewriting Equipment 

i. The chief defender or administrator of the 
office shall be generally familiar with the 
typewriting E'quipment \vhich is available 
currently on the market, including 
computerized systems which have text-editing 
capabUi ties. 

ii. The office shall use appropriate typewriting 
eqUipment for the nature of the work, including 
machines which have the capability of doing 
text-editing. 

b. The public defender office shall have adequate 
duplicating equipment, in-house, to perform the 
needs of the office, including, where necessary, 
equipment to provide duplication of briefs for 
submission to the court. 

c. The appellate defender office shall make use of 
appropriate dictating and transcribing equipment and 
shall maintain cornpatable equipment to maximize 
the efficiency of the office. 
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s:; Brief Preparation 

1. Timeliness of Briefs 

a. At least 75 percent of all briefs fill'>d by the appt'llah' 
defender should be filed within tiw time' limit set bv 
statute or court rule withollt extension. 

b. In cases in which briefs are not filed within the tillH' 
limitation set by COut't rule or statute, tht' app('lld.tl' 
defender office shall have ('stablished prot:('dules tnr 
requesting extensions ()f time in a timely .Jl\d 
efficient manner. 

2. Each appellate defender shall adopt pru(~('(ll1n's for 
ensuring that all materials submitted by the court an' 
circulated to staff members f()r their information and 
feedback and are cataloged for further rEd'erence by the 
staff. 

3. All material filed in each case shall be s(~nt to the cWmt 
involved, as should prosecution briefs and substantivE; 
pleadings. 

4. Reply Briefs 

a) Each office shall adopt a procedure for the filing of 
reply briefs. 

b) Priority of briefs 

H. Feedback 

i. Reply briefs shall be limited to responding to 
issues raised by the prosecution, not 
theretofore identified or adequately argued in 
the br ief -in-chief. 

ii. New materials should not generally be raised 
for the fIrst time in a reply brief. 

1. With Appellate Courts 

a. The appellate defender and his or her staff shall 
establish regular lines of communicaton with judges 
on the appellate court and with appellate court staff 
to determine whether the office is providing 
representation in a manner acceptable and 
appropriate to the court. 
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b. The appellate defender shall establish procedures for 
the dlsposition of administrative matters which arise 
on an emergency basis and to avoid confrontation 
with court staff. 

2. The appellate defender should establish a cordial, and 
professional, relationship with the appellate court 
prosecutor so that mutual problems can be solved 
administratively or with a concerted effort. 

3. The appellate defender should have on-going contact with 
the criminal defense bar in the jurisdiction. 

4, The appellate defender should have contact with the 
private bar generally within the jurisdiction. 

5. The appellate defender should reach out to the client 
community, and particularly to the community of 
institutionalized persons, to provide assistance, 
information, and support. 
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